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Abstract
Most known superconductors are characterized by spin-singlet superconducting order. An
exception is Sr2RuO4, for which evidence is accumulating in favor of superconducting order of
spin-triplet character, specifically of the equal-spin type of pairing and, furthermore, which
may exibit spontaneously broken time reversal symmetry. Triplet superconductors have
been proposed to host half quantum vortices, whereas superconductors with spontaneously
broken time-reversal symmetry are proposed to admit domain walls that separate regions of
opposing chirality. Thus—in addition to conventional vortices—the topological structure of
the unconventional superconducting order of Sr2RuO4 may allow for at least two additional
topologically stable defects. This thesis explores aspects of two unconventional topological
defects: In Part I of the thesis we focus on domain walls, and in Part II we turn to half
quantum vortices.
In Part I, via a general phenomenological and symmetry based approach, we derive an
effective description of superconductivity that spontaneously breaks time reversal symmetry,
in terms of the relevant topological coordinates for domain walls and vortices. One of the
key consequences expected of broken time-reversal symmetry superconductivity is that in
its ground state the system should exhibit chiral currents of charge that are localized near
the core of any domain wall and near the boundaries of the sample. However, signatures
of such currents, in the form of magnetic fields, have not been observed in Sr2RuO4, to
date, despite considerable efforts. In this thesis, we explore alternative magnetic signatures
of the existence of walls between domains of opposing chirality. We show that, in the
limit in which the superconducting system is taken to have in-plane rotational invariance, a
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domain wall that is translationally invariant along the z axis (which runs perpendicular to the
aforementioned planes) and includes an isolated bend through an angle Θ is accompanied by
a nonintegral magnetic bend flux of value
(
(Θ/pi)+n
)
Φ0, with integral n, that penetrates the
superconductor and is localized near the bend. We find this result to be independent of the
magnitude of chiral-charge currents that are predicted to flow along the core of domain walls.
On the basis of this specialized result and its generalization to cases of discrete crystalline
symmetry, we note that the observation of localized, nonintegral flux penetrating a z-axis
surface (detected, e.g., via scanned-probe magnetic imaging) can potentially be interpreted
in terms of the presence of bent walls between domains of opposing chirality, and hence
would be suggestive of the existence of time-reversal symmetry-breaking superconductivity.
In Part II of this thesis we consider half quantum vortices. We begin by developing
a classification of the topologically stable line and point defects that are allowed for lay-
ered superconductors having triplet equal-spin pairing, under various assumptions about
the structure of the superconducting pairing. Here, the central result is that, in contrast to
the case of bulk superfluid 3He, half quantum vortices are shown to exist for both the time-
reversal symmetry broken and time-reversal intact forms of superconducting order. Then,
after introducing the structure of the London free energy that effectively describes the ener-
getics of half quantum vortices in such systems, we study the influence of sample geometry
on the stability of half quantum vortices, finding that half quantum vortices are expected to
be stable for a range of parameters that is wider than previously expected.
An “annular,” ring-shaped, geometry is useful in the experimental study of topological
line defects such as half quantum vortices because such a geometry is expected to yield a
discrete family of low-energy “fluxoid” states in which the superconducting order parameter
winds around the annulus as it would around the line defect. Recently, evidence for half
integer fluxoid states (the fluxoid analog of half quantum vortices) has been obtained in
experiments on mesoscopic, ring-shaped samples of Sr2RuO4, using cantilever torque mag-
netometry [30]. We briefly review the experimental technique and the experimental results
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that have emerged from its application to Sr2RuO4. We then discuss two possible scenar-
ios for the theoretical interpretation of the observed half integer fluxoid behavior: a half
quantum vortex scenario, and a wall vortex scenario. We find the first scenario to be more
consistent with the observations, and we suggest further experiments that could provide even
more stringent tests of the consistency of this exciting, half quantum vortex scenario.
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Part I
Domain Walls
1
Chapter 1
Introduction to domain walls
Recently, there has been developing excitement regarding the nature of the superconducting
state of the crystalline compound Sr2RuO4 [49]. This is because, as in superfluid
3He,
the superconductivity has been proposed to be unconventional, having Cooper pairs of the
triplet type [63, 25, 58]. However, questions remain concerning the structure of the pairing
state (see, e.g., Refs. [83, 60]) and, in particular, whether half quantum vortices can be
energetically stabilized, and whether the superconductivity does indeed spontaneously break
time-reversal symmetry, and would thus form a chiral state [48, 80, 31]. An analysis of the
existence and stability of half quantum vortices from both the theoretical and experimental
perspective, is the subject of Part II of this thesis. In the current part of the thesis we will
study aspects of time reversal symmetry breaking superconductivity.
Whether or not the superconducting order of Sr2RuO4 is chiral is a particularly vexing
question [31]. This is because various probes detect signatures of time reversal symmetry
breaking that are coincident with the superconducting transition [48, 80, 32]. However
the theoretical prediction (see e.g. [52]) that such chiral states would exhibit chiral charge-
currents localized near the boundaries of the sample, has not been verified experimentally, to
date, despite considerable efforts [8, 33, 23]. Moreover, if the superconductivity of Sr2RuO4
spontaneously breaks time-reversal symmetry then—in addition to vortices—domain walls
that separate regions of opposing chirality would enter as a new topological feature of the
theory [76]. Analogous to sample edges, domain walls are also predicted to exhibit chiral
charge-currents localized near the core of domain walls [76, 52]. However, similarly to edge
currents, no obvious magnetic signatures of such domain wall currents have been observed,
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to date, in scanning magnetic imagining of Sr2RuO4 [8, 33, 23]. These magnetic imaging
observations are thus consistent with either the absence of time reversal symmetry breaking
or with proposals that suggest that the chiral charge currents that flow along edges and
domain wall cores are significantly reduced (see e.g. [43, 4, 31, 60]) with respect to the
estimate of Ref. [52].
For conventional superconductivity, the phenomenological and symmetry based approaches
of London [47] and of Ginzburg and Landau [19] predated the formulation of the microscopic
theory, due to Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer [6]. For unconventional superconductors, in-
cluding those in which time-reversal symmetry is spontaneously broken, it is likewise possible
to make progress phenomenologically [76, 70, 54]. This is the approach that we adopt in this
part of the thesis, as we explore certain specific features of time-reversal symmetry-broken
states: (i) the possibility that there are walls between domains of opposing chirality, (ii) the
threading of these walls by magnetic flux, and (iii) the fact that this flux may penetrate in
nonintegral amounts [69, 67]. Lack of flux quantization has also been discussed in related
settings, such as superfluid condensates of ionized hydrogen [5], as well as time-reversal
symmetry-broken superconductors that feature spin-polarization [78], disclinations [77], or
intersecting grain-boundaries between crystallites [68].
Our central result of this part of the thesis is as follows: nonintegral multiples of the
superconducting quantum of magnetic flux penetrate time-reversal symmetry-breaking su-
perconductors, localized near individual bends in walls between chiral domains. We first
obtain this result via an effective description in terms of domain walls and vortices, which
shows that (in the special case of the crystallographically in-plane rotationally invariant
limit) a domain wall that is translationally invariant along the z-axis and bends through
an angle Θ is accompanied by a net flux (which we term “bend flux”) of
(
(Θ/pi) + n
)
Φ0,
localized in the bend region, for arbitrary integral n (see Fig. 1.1), independent of the mag-
nitude of chiral-charge currents that are predicted to flow along the core of domain walls. If
the rotational symmetry is broken down to discrete tetragonal symmetry, our central result
3
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Figure 1.1: (a) and (b) schematically depict two rectangular samples of a chiral superconduc-
tor that with spontaneously broken time-reversal symmetry. The two samples are assumed
to be infinite and translationally invariant along the z axis (out of plane) direction. Domain
walls (oriented black lines) traverse these samples following locally straight paths, except
for in isolated regions where they bend. The domain walls separate the chiral superconduc-
tor into regions of positive (+) and negative (−) chirality. The orientation of the domain
walls are defined in such a way that a closed domain wall loop would circulate a positive
chiral region in a counter-clockwise sense [see also Eq. (3.9)]. (a) depicts a domain wall that
originates and terminates on the superconductors boundary (thick gray box). (b) depicts a
domain wall loop. Two regions—one in each sample—are assumed to be locally identical.
These regions are indicated by dashed gray boxes. (c) shows a blowup of this region. In this
region the domain wall has a single bend of angle Θ, measured counter-clockwise relative to
the orientation of the domain wall. The bend is surrounded by a contour C that is many
penetration depths away from the bend. In the two regions where the contour crosses the
domain wall, it is assumed that the contour follows locally identical paths (see Fig. 5.2 and
Sec. 5.3). In this work we show that a nonintegral amount of flux Φ penetrates through the
contour C, independent of the magnitude of chiral-charge currents that are predicted to flow
along the core of domain walls.
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remains valid for the particular case of a domain wall bent through pi/2 radians. We gener-
alize these results to the situation in which gauge transformations and rotations about the
z-axis are degenerate transformations of the maximally chiral superconducting order (i.e.,
are transformations that have equivalent impacts). Due to chiral-charge currents that flow
along domain wall cores, small deformations of any contour that surround a domain wall
bend can alter the amount of flux through the contour. Thus, to arrive at a unique value of
“bend flux” for an individual bend in a domain wall, we consider particular contours with
the following property: In each of the two regions where the contour crosses the domain
wall, the domain wall must follow locally identical paths (see Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 5.2). For
such contours
∮
dxag
−1
ab Jb is equal to zero. Here g is the superfluid density tensor and J
is the current density. As we discuss in the last paragraph of Sec. 5.3, fluxoid quantiza-
tion in conventional superconductors [46] would imply that the flux through such contours
would be integral, i.e., would be equal to an integer multiple of Φ0, and would not depend
upon the bend angle. Thus, the existence of bend flux depends in an essential way on the
unconventional nature of the superconductivity.
As “bend flux” is independent of the magnitude of the chiral currents that flow along
domain wall cores, it is perhaps useful to regard bend flux as a robust magnetic signature of
time reversal symmetry breaking, alternate to the magnetic signatures of the chiral currents
themselves. In particular, our specialized and more general results indicate that observations
of localized, nonintegral flux penetrating a z-axis surface (e.g., via scanned-probe magnetic
imaging), could potentially be interpreted in terms of the presence of bent walls separating
domains of opposing chirality, and hence would be suggestive of the existence of time-reversal
symmetry-breaking superconductivity. Alternatively, if localized nonquantized flux is not
observed to penetrate a z-axis surface, this would suggest that either (i) domain walls are
not present, or (ii) domain walls are present, but are arranged in a parallel array and thus
are not bent.
This part of the thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we review the structure
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of the Ginzburg-Landau order parameter appropriate for unconventional superconductivity
with broken time-reversal symmetry, along with the corresponding Ginzburg-Landau free-
energy functional. We assume that microscopic effects such as multiple electronic energy
bands [7], spin-orbit interactions [21], and chiral currents [52], can be incorporated, self
consistently, into the Ginzburg-Landau functional by choosing the appropriate values for
the various material dependent coefficients. In Chapter 3 we analyze this free energy via an
extension of the London limit, in which we exchange the Ginzburg-Landau order-parameter
description for a reduced description in terms of the collection of spatially varying “phase-
like” fields that for homogeneous configurations would parametrize the space of equilibrium
states. The extension amounts to taking the limit in which the domain walls are vanishingly
thin, compared with the London penetration depth. (It should be noted that Heeb and
Agterberg, in Ref. [22], attach a different meaning to the term “extended London limit”. )
Taking this limit enables us to focus on the structure and implications of the topological
excitations of the order parameter, which have the form of vortices and domain walls, and to
relate the densities of these excitations to singularities in the phase-like fields. In Chapter 4
we return to the free energy, expressing it in terms of these excitation densities, and in
Chapter 5 we use this framework to determine the spatial distribution of magnetization
associated with domain-wall topological excitations, specifically walls that contain bends. In
this chapter we also show that the thin-domain-wall limit is not essential, nor is it essential
for the Ginzburg-Landau expansion of the free energy to be valid, in the sense that our
central result—the threading of bent domain walls by nonintegral amounts of magnetic
flux—continue to hold, even when these restrictions are relaxed. In Chapter 6 we consider
three experimental settings in which nonintegral flux may be observed; positive results in any
one of them would provide evidence for the existence of time-reversal symmetry-breaking
superconductivity. At the end of the thesis in Chapter 12 we summarize the key results
of Part I and II and their implications. Some technical details are relegated to a pair of
appendices.
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Chapter 2
Phenomenological theory of
unconventional superconductivity
In this chapter we describe the phenomenological theory of superconductivity, on which our
analysis is rooted. This approach is based on the notion of an appropriate superconducting
order parameter, along with general symmetry considerations, and thus can be explored
independently of any specific microscopic details. The order parameter transforms under
the full symmetry group of the physical system, and thus provides a representation of this
symmetry group. (It is common, in the context of planar superconductors, for the point-
group aspect of this symmetry to be the tetragonal group D4h, reflecting the underlying
electronic and atomic structure of the crystalline material.) For Sr2RuO4, the material on
which we shall focus, it is known that, for a range of temperatures close to the supercon-
ducting transition temperature Tc, the superconducting properties are nearly isotropic with
respect to rotations about the z-axis [51, 13] (i.e., the direction perpendicular to the RuO2
planes), and is only weakly tetragonal about this axis. Although, accordingly, the initial
focus of our analysis will be on the isotropic limit (which we term the in-plane rotationally
or SO(2)z-invariant limit), we do subsequently address the cases in which the symmetry is
lowered to the discrete group D4h (and also, parenthetically, the group D6h). At the outset,
we therefore retain generality by determining the representation furnished by the supercon-
ducting order parameter appropriate to D4h symmetry, motivated by the relevance of this
group to Sr2RuO4.
We now determine the appropriate representation of the superconducting order param-
eter, bearing in mind the foregoing symmetry considerations. This choice of representation
is made according to the following three simplifying assumptions: (i) The ground state of
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the superconducting order should transform trivially under lattice translations. Thus, at
the lengthscales relevant for a phenomenological description such as the one used here, the
ground state of the superconducting order is translationally invariant. (ii) The representa-
tion of the symmetry group should be irreducible. This is justified in the case of Sr2RuO4
as, in the absence of an applied magnetic field, only one superconducting transition seems
to be observed. (Recent experiments on Sr2RuO4 under uniaxial pressure do, however, in-
dicate the possibility of a second transition [35].) (iii) The representation should allow for
the possibility that the superconducting state spontaneously breaks time-reversal symme-
try. This would require that the dimension of the representation be greater than unity.
Taken together, these assumptions fix the order parameter to transform according to the
Γ5 representation [70], which is two-dimensional
1. Accordingly, the order parameter is the
complex-valued, two-component field ηa(r), where the index a runs through the correspond-
ing basis functions of the representation (i.e., X and Y ) which, in general, depends on the
three-dimensional position vector r. To simplify our analysis, we consider superconduct-
ing states that are translationally invariant along the z-axis, thus rendering the physical
problem effectively two-dimensional. Provided we apply external magnetic fields that are
oriented along the z direction (i.e., H = Hzˆ), this is an option, owing to the intrinsic trans-
lational invariance of the system along the z direction. These requirements, taken together,
then dictate that the appropriate Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional governing the Γ5
representation is given by [76, 70]
F ′[η′] =
∫
d2r′
{K′abcd (D′aη′b)∗(D′cη′d)−A η′∗a η′a + 12B′abcd η′∗a η′∗b η′c η′d + 18pi |(∇′×A′)−H ′|2}.
(2.1)
Here, two-dimensional summations are implied over the repeated indices a, b, c, d, and the
covariant derivative is defined via D′ := ∇′ − 2piiA′/Φ0, where Φ0 is the superconducting
flux quantum hc/2e.
1We do not need to specify whether the representation is Γ+5 or Γ
−
5 , for which the basis functions transform
respectively as {XZ, Y Z} or {X,Y }. The results of the present work apply to both cases.
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In Eq. (2.1) the primed variables are dimensionful. We now define relevant scales of
length and energy, and use them to introduce convenient dimensionless variables, which we
use throughout the remainder of this thesis and which we write without primes. As a first
step, for the coefficient tensors K′ and B′ we define the dimensionful scale factors K˜ and B˜,
which we then use to construct the dimensionless tensors K := K′/K˜ and B := B′/B˜. In the
in-plane rotationally invariant limit, symmetry considerations dictate that K and B can be
parametrized in the following way:
Babcd = IacIbd + σ
2
M δacM
δ
bd, Kabcd = IacIbd + µEacEbd +
τ
2
M δacM
δ
bd, (2.2)
where a summation from 1 to 2 is implied over the repeated index δ, and the three real
parameters {σ, µ, τ} are, in principle, temperature dependent, and the constant tensors
{I,E,M 1,M 2} are defined via
I :=
 1 0
0 1
 , E :=
 0 1
−1 0
 , (2.3)
M 1 :=
 1 0
0 −1
 , M 2 :=
 0 1
1 0
 . (2.4)
The choice of tensor decomposition in Eq. (2.2) is motivated by the observation that under
SO(2)z rotations I and E each transform trivially, whereas the pair {M 1,M 2} mix. If the
symmetry were not SO(2)z but D4h, the coefficients of the M
1M 1 and M 2M 2 terms may
be unequal; however, for D6h symmetry they would remain the same.
We choose a natural scale for the order parameter, viz., η0 = (A/B˜)1/2, and use it to make
the definition η := η′/η0. We then define the two lengthscales: (i) the penetration depth
λ := Φ0/(32pi
3η20K˜)1/2, which characterizes the lengthscale for variations of the magnetic
field; and (ii) the coherence length ξ := (K˜/A)1/2, which characterizes the lengthscale for
variations in the amplitude of the order parameter. We then scale all lengths by λ, via
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(r,∇,D) := (r′/λ, λ∇′, λD′). We also make the conventional definition of the Ginzburg-
Landau parameter κ := λ/ξ. Next, we define the dimensionless vector potential A, applied
magnetic field H , and magnetic flux Φ via (A,H ,Φ) := (2piλA′/Φ0, 2piλ2H ′/Φ0, 2piΦ′/Φ0).
We note that, with this choice of units, a flux equal to a flux quantum has the dimensionless
value 2pi. As a final step in the construction of the dimensionless variables we choose as a scale
for the free-energy density the value f0 = 2K˜η20/λ2, using which we arrive at the dimensionless
free energy via F := F ′/λ2f0. It will be convenient for us to separate contributions to the
dimensionless free-energy density into two groups: the “London type” terms fL and the and
potential terms fP, respectively defined via
fL =
1
2
Kabcd(Daηb)∗(Dcηd) + 1
2
|(∇×A)−H|2, (2.5)
fP =
1
2
κ2(−η∗aηa +
1
2
Babcdη∗a η∗b ηc ηd), (2.6)
so that
F [η] =
∫
d2r{fL + fP}. (2.7)
One way in which F differs from the conventional Ginzburg-Landau free energy is that the
tensors K and B allow for a larger number of material-dependent parameters, the latter free
energy having only a single such parameter, viz., κ. It is possible to estimate these additional
parameters under the assumptions of weak coupling and a cylindrical Fermi surface [85],
and this results in the following values: (µ, τ, σ) = (0, 1, 1). However, due to the presence in
Sr2RuO4 of effects such as multiple electronic energy bands [7], spin-orbit interactions [21],
and chiral currents [52], the parameters of a Ginzburg-Landau theory that incorporates
such effects self-consistently are expected to be modified from their weak-coupling values,
perhaps significantly. Thus, we shall not limit our analysis to the weak-coupling values of
these parameters.
In the chapter that follows, we analyze the potential terms of the phenomenological
free energy, Eq. (2.6), and, specifically, review how its structure leads to both vortices and
10
domain walls. In particular, we derive the vortex and domain-wall densities in terms of the
“phase-like” variables; in the subsequent chapter, Chapter 4, we construct the effective free
energy in terms of topological variables, such as the vortex and domain-wall densities.
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Chapter 3
Topological field configurations
As is well known, for many purposes, the state of an ordered phase can be adequately
specified via an order-parameter field that takes values lying in the subspace of degenerate
homogeneous equilibrium statesR (see, e.g., Ref. [53]). If, as an example, different regions of
a sample were to adopt distinct such values, it can—depending on the structure of the order
parameter—be possible for the system to become trapped into order-parameter configura-
tions that possess topologically stable defects [53]. These are spatially varying configurations
of the order parameter that cannot be removed via local deformations. The framework of
homotopy groups of R enables one to identify and classify the possible topologically stable
defects.
As is also well known (see, e.g., Refs. [28, 72, 62, 61]), there can be a rich interplay
between the topological features of the (bosonic) order-parameter fields that describe ordered
phases and the qualitative character of any fermionic particles moving in the presence of such
order-parameter fields. However, in the present work we shall only consider the topological
features of the appropriate order-parameter field, leaving for future work the analysis of its
implications for the motion of fermions.
To determine R for the present problem, we follow the standard approach (see, e.g.,
Ref. [70]) and analyze the structure of the potential terms of Eq. (2.1). To simplify the
analysis, it is useful to parametrize the two complex fields of the superconducting order
parameter η = (ηX , ηY ) in terms of four real fields {|η|, θ, γ, β} that transform simply under
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the operations of the symmetry group:
η = |η|eiθRγ ·
 cos(β/2)
i sin(β/2)
 , (3.1)
Rγ :=
 cos γ − sin γ
sin γ cos γ
 . (3.2)
Now, elements of the product group U(1) × SO(2)z of gauge transformations and z-axis
rotations can be parametrized via a phase angle θ′ and a rotation angle γ′. Under such
elements, the order parameter η transforms as
η(|η|, θ, γ, β)→ η(|η|, θ + θ′, γ + γ′, β); (3.3)
under time reversal, η transforms as
η(|η|, θ, γ, β)→ η(|η|,−θ, γ,−β). (3.4)
Thus, we see that the parametrization of η, Eq. (3.1), is given in terms of an amplitude |η| and
phase θ that are similar to those used in conventional superconductivity, but also two angular
variables, γ and β, that respectively characterize the additional nontrivial SO(2)z and time-
reversal structure associated with the version of unconventional order under consideration 1.
In terms of the parametrization given in Eq. (3.1), the potential terms (2.6) become
fP = −κ
2
2
|η|2 + κ
2
4
|η|4 + 1
8L2
|η|4 cos2 β, (3.5)
in which we have introduced the dimensionless length L = σ−1/2/κ, which will turn out to
determine the domain-wall width. As required by SO(2)z and time-reversal invariance, these
1This choice of parametrization is similar to that used in Ref. [67], in which the aforementioned additional
structure of the order is parametrized by the scalar fields α and χ via η ∝ R−α/2·( cos(χ+pi/4), i sin(χ+pi/4)).
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Figure 3.1: Visualizations of the order parameter space. In the standard London limit, in
which κ → ∞, the order parameter is restricted to the coset space of configurations with
local structure isomorphic to S1 × S2 [see the discussion following Eq. (3.5)]. When, in
addition, the Ginzburg-Landau parameter σ of Eq. (2.2) is positive, the north and south
poles of the sphere become free-energy minima, and are thus energetically preferred, relative
to the equator. In the thin domain-wall limit (i.e., L → 0), which we term the extended
London limit, this preference is extreme. In this latter case, the coset space describing
degenerate minimum-energy configurations becomes S1 × {+,−}.
potential terms are independent of γ, as well as being even functions of β. If the symmetry
were reduced to D4h, there would be the possibility of an additional term, proportional
to |η|4 cos(4γ) cos2(β). In the present setting, to achieve the standard London limit, in
which the magnitude of the order parameter |η| is fixed at unity, we take the joint limit
(κ, σ) → (∞, 0), keeping L fixed. In this limit, the local structure of the order-parameter
space can be visualized as being the product of (i) a circle, corresponding to the gauge degree
of freedom θ, and (ii) an open subset of a sphere corresponding to the angular variables
{γ, β}) (see Fig. 3.1).2
The parameters (θ, γ) and (θ+ pi, γ+ pi) give identical values of the order parameter [see
Eq. (3.1)], and therefore correspond to physically identical configurations.
As we aim to discuss states having time-reversal symmetry breaking, we have assumed
2The global structure of this order parameter space is that of a twisted U(1) bundle (see e.g., [71]).
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the Ginzburg-Landau parameter σ [defined in Eq. (2.2)] to be positive as, for sufficiently
weak SO(2)z symmetry-breaking, this favors states in which β = ±pi/2. These states are
related by time-reversal symmetry, and can be visualized as lying at the poles of the order-
parameter sphere (see Fig. 3.1). In these states, the order parameter takes the form
η|β=±pi/2 = |η|ei(θ∓γ) 1√
2
 1
±i
 . (3.6)
If, across the entire system, the state had chirality β = pi/2, only a single, position dependent,
phase field would be required to describe low-energy excitations away from equilibrium (and,
similarly, if the state had only chirality β = −pi/2). On the other hand, to describe low-
energy excitations featuring both chiralities, as well as the “domain walls” between them
(through which β changes between ±pi/2), a pair of position-dependent phase fields, θ(r)
and γ(r), is required. It will often be convenient to exchange these fields for the pair
θ±(r) := θ(r)∓ γ(r). (3.7)
From Eq. (3.5) we can see that within a domain of maximally positive (or maximally nega-
tive) β, the free energy does not depend on θ+ (or θ−), and this remains true even after weak
SO(2)z symmetry-breaking terms are included in fP. Consequently, the subspace of energy-
degenerate homogeneous equilibrium states is disconnected, being composed, topologically,
of two circles, which exchange under time-reversal, i.e. R = S1×{+,−} (see Fig. 3.1). This
order-parameter space combines two of the most familiar order-parameter spaces: the S1 of
conventional superconductivity/superfluidity, and the {+,−} of Ising magnetism.
In general, to analyze the topological structure of order parameters, we consider their
homotopy groups pin(R) associated with R. For the specific case of R = S1 × {+,−}, since
each connected piece is isomorphic to S1 the first homotopy group pi1(R) ∼= Z. This implies
that a domain of a given chirality can exhibit vortex singularities, as, e.g., in the case of
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conventional superconductivity. As the space R is topologically disconnected, the zeroth
homotopy group is also nontrivial, i.e., pi0(R) ∼= Z2; this implies the possibility of domain
walls, which separate regions of opposing chirality. (Domain walls are common features of
systems in which the order parameter is discrete as in the Ising case.) The Z2 value of
pi0 indicates that domain walls annihilate one another. We remind the reader that order
parameters for which pin(R) is nontrivial support topological defects of co-dimension n+ 1.
Thus, in the effectively two-dimensional (real) space that we are considering, vortices are
points and domain walls are lines.
The domain walls and vortices determine the qualitative structure of order-parameter
field configurations; e.g., vortices in a domain of positive or negative chirality correspond
to topological singularities in θ+(r) or θ−(r). In particular, when there are a total of N±
vortices at positions {R±ν }N±ν=1 having vorticities {q±ν }N±ν=1 interior to the positive- (or negative-
) chirality domain, the singularities of θ± can be characterized by the local vortex density
(scaler) fields ρ+v and ρ
−
v , which are defined via
2piρ±v (r) := Eab∇a∇bθ±(r) = 2pi
N±∑
ν=1
q±ν δ(r −R±ν ). (3.8)
Here and elsewhere in this thesis, the Dirac delta functions δ are are softened on an appro-
priate lengthscale; for vortices it is the vortex core diameter.
Domain walls also have implications, but for the qualitative structure of β(r). In two
spatial dimensions, domain walls are lines, and a collection of N then can be characterized
by specifying their trajectories {Rn(s)}Nn=1 as functions of an arclength parameter −sn ≤
s ≤ sn. By requiring, in addition, that the unit vector normal to the domain wall nˆa(s),
which is related to the domain wall trajectory via
nˆa(s) = (cosφ(s), sinφ(s))a = −Eab ∂sRb(s), (3.9)
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Figure 3.2: (a) A large region of positive chirality having an internal-island domain of
negative chirality. As the positive-chirality region is multiply connected, the winding of
θ+ around the contour C1 is an independent topological variable. (b) Six, connected chiral
regions (including the exterior, positive-chirality region). For every multiply connected chiral
region, there is an independent topological variable associated with each non-contractible
loop. As an example, the multiply connected negative-chirality region has two independent,
non-contractible loops C2 and C3. Each of these loops is associated with an independent
winding number for θ−.
point from the negative towards the positive chiral domain, the sense of the vector tangent to
the domain wall, ∂sR(s), is determined. It is natural to associate the locations of the domain
walls with the zeros of the field β(r); for a given set of domain walls, the equilibrium form
of β(r) interpolates smoothly—with a solitonic form whose thickness is then the domain
wall width—between regions in which it is essentially uniform and equal either to pi/2 or
to −pi/2. Such structure can be characterized via a domain-wall density (vector) field ρdw,
defined via
rhodw :=
1
2
∇ sin βdw(r) ≈
N∑
n=1
∫ sn
−sn
ds nˆ(s) δ(r −Rn(s)). (3.10)
Here, the delta function is softened on the lengthscale of the domain-wall width. We shall
make use of the vortex and domain wall densities given in Eqs. (3.8,3.10) in Sec. 4 in the
construction of an effective free energy for the topological variables.
It should be recognized, however, that these densities do not, by themselves, fully specify
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the topological structure of the order-parameter field. To see this, note, e.g., that a single
island chiral domain affects the topology of the surrounding domain by rendering it multiply
connected. Thus, to fully specify the topological structure of the θ+(r) and θ−(r) fields—in
addition to specifying the location and vorticity of the individual vortices that lie within
the respective domains—the global winding of of θ+(r) or θ−(r) must be specified around a
loop that encircles each island (see Fig. 3.2a). To generalize to chiral domain structures that
involve islands within islands, we note that to fully specify the topological structure of each
positive (negative) connected chiral domain region, one must specify the winding of the θ+
(θ−) field around each independent non-contractible loop of that region (see Fig. 3.2b)3.
In the remainder of this chapter we explain the connection between the γ(r) field on a
single domain-wall loop surrounding an island and the determination of the global freedom
to wind possessed by the multiply-connected region exterior to the island. We also examine
various situations involving individual chiral-domain islands, chosen to illustrate the physical
roles played by the γ(r) field. Before doing this, we remark that on any domain-wall line
R(s) (i.e., a locus of points on which β = 0), the order parameter takes the form
η|β=0 = |η|eiθ
 cos γ
sin γ
 . (3.11)
Thus we see that the field γ evaluated along a domain wall trajectoryR(s), defines an angular
variable Γ(s) := γ
(
R(s)
)
for each value of the arclength parameter s. We furthermore see
that the function Γ(s) determines the structure of the order parameter along the domain
wall-line, specifically via the planar vector (cos Γ(s), sin Γ(s)).
To illustrate the physical role played by Γ(s), we begin by considering the special case
of a simply-connected chiral domain, bordered by a domain wall, and thus interior to a
3We note that for weak coupling and specular reflection, the condition at the sample boundary requires
β = 0 (see, e.g., Ref. [70]), and thus, for a finite sample, all regions can be considered to be surrounded by
domain-wall loops. However, the coupling between Γ and the normal direction of either the surface or the
domain wall is generically different, which can result in distinct equilibrium orientations of Γ for each of
these cases (see, e.g. [52]).
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Figure 3.3: Three types of domain wall loops (black lines). The gray line segments inter-
secting the domain wall indicate the local direction of the planar vector (cos Γ(s), sin Γ(s))
(i.e., the strongest-pairing direction). Each loop is characterized by the three winding num-
bers (n+, n−, nγ) [see Eq. (3.12,3.14)]: (a) (−1, 1, 1); (b) (−2, 0, 1); and (c) (1, 0,−1/2).
These domain wall loops are topologically equivalent to vortices with the following proper-
ties (a) singly quantized and rotationally invariant; (b) coreless and rotationally invariant;
and (c) singly quantized and coreless.
larger surrounding region of opposing chirality. Two topological numbers (nθ, nγ), defined
as follows, characterize the winding of the order parameter along paths that lie near to the
domain wall:
2pinθ : =
∮
dw
dθ , (3.12)
2pinγ : =
∮
dw
dΓ , (3.13)
where “dw” indicates that the line integrals are evaluated along the domain wall, and the
orientation of these integrals is taken to be counterclockwise. From Eq. (3.7), we see that
(nθ, nγ) provide the same information as the two topological numbers (n+, n−), defined via
2pin± :=
∮
dw
dθ± ; (3.14)
specifically, n± = nθ ∓ nγ. We note that nθ and nγ are either both integral or both half
integral [so that η is single-valued; see Eq. (3.11)], and thus that n+ and n− are both integral.
For the sake of definiteness, we consider a domain of negative chirality that constitutes a
simply-connected island within a larger, positive chiral domain. The positive domain is then
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rendered multiply connected; see Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. Each of the winding numbers (n+, n−, nγ)
corresponds to a distinct physical property:
• The winding number n+ of the exterior (positive) domain essentially determines, via
Φtot = Φ0n+, the total flux Φtot through an area that extends beyond the region
bounded by the domain wall by a few penetration depths.
• The winding number n− of the interior (negative) domain is the net number of vortices
in the interior domain; if n− = 0 then the domain-wall loop can be coreless, i.e., there
is no topological requirement that there exist locations where |η| vanish.
• Whether or not the winding number nγ is unity determines whether or not the super-
conducting order can be rotationally invariant around a circular domain wall.
Importantly, as we previously noted in this chapter, by specifying the vorticial content in the
interior and exterior domains, the interior winding number is uniquely determined, whereas
the exterior winding number is not. However, if in addition to the vorticial content, the value
of nγ is specified, the winding of the exterior domain is also determined. In the particular
case under consideration, n+ = n− − 2nγ.
Thus, nγ plays a dual role, determining both the total flux Φtot, via its influence on n+
as well as whether or not the superconducting order can be rotationally invariant.
We pause to make two remarks concerning issues of energetics. First, as a domain wall
has finite energy-cost per unit length, to reduce its energy a domain wall loop may shrink
in size. When viewed on a lengthscale much larger than the domain size, a small domain
wall loop appears topologically equivalent to a vortex [27], and thus provides an alternative
description of the various vortex structures that can occur in superconductors with broken
time-reversal symmetry (see, e.g., Refs. [73, 22, 65]). Second, in the limit in which the
free energy is rotationally invariant and κ is large, energy considerations prefer domain-wall
loops that are singly quantized (i.e., contain flux Φ0), rotationally invariant, and coreless.
However, owing to the linear relationship between n+, n−, and nγ, these preferences cannot
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all be simultaneously satisfied. Compromise order-parameter configurations result from this
frustration; we show in Fig. 3.3 examples of the three types of vortices that satisfy two of the
three preferences. Which particular type of vortex is preferred, energetically, will depend on
the details of the parameters in the Ginzburg-Landau theory.
To illustrate this frustration and the dual physical role played by nγ, we now consider two
of the three small domain-wall loops that are favored energetically in the extreme London
limit. In this limit, energetic considerations allow only coreless vortices, e.g., n− = 0, and
this implies that Φtot = −2Φ0nγ. Thus we see that, in the extreme London limit, if we
also impose rotational invariance, namely nγ = 1, we effect the magnetic properties of the
vortex, requiring the vortex to be doubly quantized (i.e., contain 2Φ0 of flux) and fixing the
sense of the magnetic flux. Conversely, if we fix the vortex to be singly quantized then, in
the extreme London limit, the vortex would not be rotationally invariant. This interplay
between the rotational and magnetic structure, perpetrated by the dual nature of the γ field,
underpins the central results of this work.
So far, we have established that, when taken together with vorticial content, nγ fixes
the overall winding of the order parameter along a non-contractible loop within a multiply-
connected chiral domain. However, to describe the local structure of a domain wall [see
Eq. (3.11)], it is necessary to specify the local value of γ [viz. Γ(s)] along the domain wall.
As we shall see in Secs. 4 and 5.2, the local behavior of Γ(s) also plays a role in determining
the flux that penetrates through the domain wall locally [69, 67]. Thus, in order to develop a
local description of the superconductor, the natural degree of freedom to use—for specifying
the additional topological structure afforded by the presence of multiply-connected regions—
is Γ(s) rather than nγ.
In the following chapter, by starting with the Ginzburg-Landau free energy, we construct
an effective local free energy in terms of the topological variables. Specifically, we show that,
in addition to the vortex density and domain wall density, the free energy depends on a third
set of topological variables, viz., the value of Γ(s) along domain walls.
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Chapter 4
Effective free energy in terms of
topological descriptors and the
extended London limit
The aim of this chapter is to begin with the description of the superconducting system
in terms of a Ginzburg-Landau free-energy functional dependent on the order-parameter
field, and to derive from it a reduced description in terms of the vortex and domain-wall
densities and Γ(s) along domain walls. In this reduced description, the focus is on the
dependence of the free energy on the topological variables [i.e., the locations of the vortices
and domain wall, as well as Γ(s)]. The presumption is that the degrees of freedom associated
with exciting the order parameter around the state of minimum free energy within a fixed
topological sector [defined via the locations of the vortices and domain walls and Γ(s)]
have been eliminated, either by integrating them out or by setting them to their stationary
values. For a numerical implementation of the latter procedure applied to superconductivity
in Sr2RuO4, see Ref. [24]. In this thesis, our aim is to proceed analytically, a task that is
eased by our working in a particular limiting regime, an elaboration of the standard London
limit that we term the “extended London limit.” We remind the reader that the standard
London limit amounts to assuming that the Ginzburg-Landau parameter κ tends to infinity,
which enforces the condition |η| = 1. To pass to the extended London limit we make the
additional assumption that the width of domain walls, which is controlled by the parameter
L, tends to zero. In this limit, the domain wall becomes vanishingly thin, compared with
the penetration depth.
We begin with the Ginzburg-Landau free energy, Eq. (2.5), and first pass to the standard
London limit. From Eq. (3.5), we see that in this limit the order-parameter amplitude |η|
is energetically prohibited from departing from unity; inserting the corresponding form of
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the order parameter [i.e., Eq. (3.1) but with |η| = 1] into Eq. (2.5), making the definition
(∆Θ)ai := (∇aθ − Aa,∇aγ,∇aβ)i, and dropping constant terms arising from the potential
terms, we arrive at the unconventional superconducting free energy FL corresponding to the
London free energy for conventional superconductivity, i.e.,
FL[θ, γ, β,A,H ] =
∫
d2r
{
1
2
Kabcd Ξbidj (∆Θ)ai (∆Θ)cj +
1
8L2
cos2 β +
1
2
|(∇×A)−H|2
}
,
ξai := R
γ
ab(iIbc,−Ebc, iM1bc)i(cos β, i sin β)c, (4.1)
Ξaibj :=
1
2
(ξ∗aiξbj + ξ
∗
bjξai),
where repeated indices i, j, . . . are summed from 1 to 3. Because in this free energy, the
coefficient Ξ is contracted with a tensor that is symmetric under time reversal, we have
adopted a form for Ξ that is manifestly symmetric under time reversal. In general, the
supercurrent density J(r) is given by −δFsc/δA(r) and, continuing within the London
limit, we see that it has the form
Ja = gab(∇bθ − Ab) + Ja, (4.2)
Ja := − sin β∇aγ + 1
4
(2µ cos β Eab + τMγab)∇bβ, (4.3)
Mγab := RγacRγbdM1cd =
 − sin 2γ cos 2γ
cos 2γ sin 2γ

ab
, (4.4)
gab := Iab +
1
2
τ cos βMγ−pi/4ab . (4.5)
Note the occurrence of the unconventional contribution J to the supercurrent, which in-
cludes currents that are localized near domain walls [76]. This contribution is manifestly
odd under time reversal (which is evident because each term is odd in β).
We now proceed to take the extended London limit, in which domain walls are controlled
to be thin compared with the penetration depth. We begin by noting that the term arising
from fP that remains in the free-energy density in the London limit is cos
2(β)/8L2, and that
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this term contributes positively for any value of of β 6= ±pi/2. In particular, for a domain
wall, across which β varies from pi/2 to −pi/2, the balancing, in equilibrium, of this potential
term against contributions to the free energy that result from gradients in β would produce
a spatial configuration in which β changes from pi/2 to −pi/2 over a lengthscale (i.e., the
domain-wall width) proportional to L. Thus, in the limit L → 0, the widths of domain
walls are controlled to be arbitrarily small, compared with the penetration depth (which, we
remind the reader, we have chosen to set the unit for lengths).
This extension of the London limit results in useful simplifications. First, as the domain
walls are arbitrarily thin, regions in which β is uniform and equal to ±pi/2 dominate, areally.
Thus, terms proportional to cos β or sin β become 0 or sgnβ respectively. [Note that sgnβ
is a step function, taking the values 1 (or −1) for regions of positive (negative) chirality
i.e., β > 0 (or β < 0)]. As an explicit example, the term in the superfluid density tensor g
proportional to cos β can be neglected in the extended London limit, and thus we may make
the replacement g → I. Physically, this means that, even in the presence of domain walls,
the in-plane Meissner response is isotropic.
A second useful simplification that arises in the extended London limit is that it enables
us to express contributions to the free energy and supercurrent involving gradients of β in
terms the domain-wall density ρdw, defined in Eq. (3.10). Using Eq. (4.2) we can thus, e.g.,
write
J = ∇θ −A+J , (4.6)
J := −sgnβ∇γ + (µE + pi
4
τMΓ(s)) · ρdw . (4.7)
For the sake of compactness, here and elsewhere we use the notation MΓ(s) · ρdw as short-
hand for
∫
dsMΓ(s) · n(s) δ(r −R(s)).
Having discussed how, in the extended London limit, the spatial variation of β is fully
incorporated via the locations of the domain walls {Rn(s)}, we continue with our goal of
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constructing an effective free energy by eliminating all degrees of freedom associated with
excitations of the order parameter around the state of minimum free energy within a fixed
topological sector. With this in mind, our next step is to eliminate the non-topological
variations in the θ field.
As the superconducting order may possess vortices, θ is not, in general, a single-valued
function of position, and therefore it may exhibit singular behavior (i.e., at the cores of vor-
tices). Our initial strategy for eliminating the non-topological variations of θ is to decompose
it into two components: θ = θsm + θv, where θsm is a smooth, single-valued part, and θv is
the part that accounts for any vortex singularities. This separation is not unique, but we
shall see, after eliminating θsm from the free energy by setting it equal to its stationary value
θ¯sm, that the resulting free energy is—for any fixed choice of topological variables, such as
vortex positions and strengths—independent of any particular choice of decomposition. To
implement this elimination of θsm we need only consider the terms in the free-energy density
associated with the kinetic energy of the supercurrents (i.e., associated with J2), as other
terms do not depend on θ; in the extended London limit the free energy FJ constructed from
these terms is given by
FJ =
∫
d2r
1
2
|∇θsm +∇θv −A+J |2 . (4.8)
Stationarity of this expression with respect to θsm reads
−∇2θsm = ∇ · (∇θv −A+J ), (4.9)
and, by using the Green function for the Laplace operator in two dimensions [i.e., G(r) =
− 1
2pi
ln |r|, obeying −∇2G(r) = δ(r)], the stationary solution θ¯sm can be expressed as
θ¯sm(r
′) =
∫
d2r G(r′ − r)∇ · (∇θv −A+J )(r). (4.10)
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By inserting θ¯sm into Eq. (4.8), we arrive at the following form for the free energy:
FJ =
1
2
∫
d2r
∣∣JT∣∣2, (4.11)
JTa (r) :=
∫
d2r′
(
Iab δ(r − r′)−∇aG(r − r′)∇′b
)
×
(
∇bθv − Ab + Jb
)
=
∫
d2r′Eab∇bG(r − r′)Ecd∇′c
(
∇′d θv − Ad + Jd
)
, (4.12)
where we have used the elementary result EabEcd = IacIbd − IadIbc and the defining equa-
tion obeyed by G. The procedure of minimizing FJ with respect to θsm can be described,
physically, as compensating for any source of longitudinal currents (i.e., current-flows that
build up at some location) or, equivalently, as a projection on to the subspace of transverse
currents. This construction brings to the fore the vorticial content of the transverse super-
current, which arises both from vortices and domain walls. Specifically, one can identify the
vorticity W via
W = Eab∇a
(
Jb + Ab
)
= Eab∇a
(∇bθv + Jb). (4.13)
Owing to the unconventional contribution to the supercurrent J , the vorticity W in un-
conventional superconductivity in the extended London limit comprises both a vortex term
Wv, which is common also to conventional superconductivity and is proportional to the total
vortex density ρv, and a domain-wall term Wdw, which is proportional to the domain-wall
density ρdw:
W = Wv +Wdw, (4.14)
Wv := 2pi
(
1
2
(1 + sgnβ) ρ+v (r) +
1
2
(1− sgnβ) ρ−v (r)
)
, (4.15)
Wdw :=
(
f(s)n(s) + d(s) ·∇) · ρdw, (4.16)
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where
f(s) := −2 ∂sΓ(s), (4.17)
d(s) := −µ I + pi
4
τ R2(φ(s)−Γ(s)). (4.18)
Several points are worth noting here. First, Wv is a weighted sum of the vortex densities
in the chiral domains, which makes evident the fact that only those singularities of θ+ (θ−)
that are located in the positive-chirality (negative-chirality) domain are associated with local
vorticity. Second, via Eq. (4.16), we see that the domain wall vorticity Wdw can be expressed
as a sum of two contributions: a “monopole” contribution of strength f , which determines the
net magnetic flux penetrating the superconductor; and a “dipole” contribution of strength
d, which is generated by currents that flow along domain wall cores but do not create net
flux through the superconductor. Third, within this extended London limit, the monopole
and dipole contributions are expressible in terms of the topological degrees of freedom Γ(s)
and φ(s). We remind the reader that φ(s) is determined from the trajectory of a domain
wall R(s) via Eq. (3.9).
The final step in deriving the reduced free energy is to eliminate the vector potential A.
Although it is possible to proceed directly, using Eq. (4.11) (see Appendix ), the fact that
the current JT in Eq. (4.11) is determined via a nonlocal expression makes it more efficient
to apply an alternative, ‘dual’ approach, which uses a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation
of the nonlocal kernel via an auxiliary field Λ; see, e.g., Ref. [59, 84]. The resulting, dual
expression for the free energy FJ is thus given by
FJ [Λ] =
∫
d2r
{
−1
2
|∇Λ|2 + Λ(W −B)
}
. (4.19)
Under the constraint that it be evaluated at the stationary value of Λ, this form for FJ
has the same value as the one given in Eq. (4.11). We note, in passing, that the dual free
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energy FJ [Λ] depends explicitly on the local value of the perpendicular magnetic field B
(= Eab∇aAb). Thus, the full expression for the free energy in the extended London limit,
which also includes the magnetic field energy
∫
d2r 1
2
(B −H)2, depends on B locally. This
locality renders simple the task of identifying the stationary value of B. Eliminating B
by setting it equal to its stationary value we arrive at the following form for the extended
London limit of the free energy:
FEL =
∫
d2r
{
−1
2
Λ(−∇2+1)Λ+Λ(W−H)+fcore
}
. (4.20)
In this form, the first two terms, which together account for the kinetic energy of the su-
percurrent and the magnetic field energy, have the virtue of being local and determined via
W (i.e., the vorticity of the supercurrent). The remaining contributions to the free energy
given by Eq. (4.1) are accounted for via fcore, which is associated with the core energy of
the domain walls and are negligibly small in regions lying beyond a distance of a few wall
widths L from a domain wall. An explicit expression for fcore in terms of the fields γ and
β is given in the Appendix.1 Thus, in the neighborhood of the extended London limit, in
which L becomes small (but remains non-zero), the domain-wall energy
∫
d2r fcore can be
expressed in terms of an energy per unit domain-wall length Ecore, which depends locally
upon on Γ(s) (i.e., γ evaluated on the domain wall) together with the shape of the domain
wall [(e.g., via φ(s))], along with their arclength derivatives:
∫
d2r fcore =
∑
n
∫ sn
−sn
dsEcore (Γn(s), . . . ;φn(s), . . .) . (4.21)
We are now in the position to complete our derivation of the reduced free energy FEL in
the extended London limit, reduced in the sense that it depends only on the external applied
1Here and elsewhere in this thesis, we take into account the core energies of domain walls but not the
core energies of vortices. Our justification for doing this is that, in the standard London limit, the energy
cost of a vortex core is negligibly small, compared with the kinetic energy of the supercurrents and magnetic
fields, whereas the core energy of a domain wall is not.
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magnetic field and the topological variables via the vorticity W and domain-wall core energy
density fcore. Upon eliminating Λ from Eq. (4.20), FEL becomes
FEL =
∫
d2r d2r′
4pi
(
W (r)−H(r))K0(|r−r′|)(W (r′)−H(r′))+ ∫ d2r fcore (4.22)
where K0 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind. A virtue of the formulation that
we have employed is that it enables the efficient calculation of the magnetic response of the
superconductor in the extended London limit, via the thermodynamic relation
MEL(r) = − δFEL
δH(r)
=
∫
d2r′
2pi
K0(|r − r′|)
(
W (r′)−H(r′)). (4.23)
One can also use the Ampe`re-Maxwell law to determine the spatial distribution of equilibrium
supercurrents in the this limit, which gives JEL = E ·∇MEL. We see that, in this limit, the
magnetic response of the superconductor resulting from domain walls can be grouped into
a dipole term Mdw,d and a monopole term Mdw,m that result from the dipole and monopole
contributions to the domain wall vorticity, and which respectively can be expressed as
Mdw,m(r) =
∫
d2r′
2pi
K0(|r − r′|) f n · ρdw(r′) (4.24)
Mdw,d(r) =
∫
d2r′
2pi
K0(|r − r′|) (d ·∇′) · ρdw(r′). (4.25)
Expressions for f and d are given in Eq. (4.17). The dipole contribution results from
currents that flow along the domain wall core and, in particular, is directly proportional
to the magnitude of such currents. One way to understand the dipole contribution is to
make the following analogy to a conventional superconductor: If it were possible to embed
within a conventional superconductor an external sheet current, the magnetic response of
the conventional superconductor would then have the form given by Mdw,d. In contrast to
the dipole contribution, the magnitude of the monopole contribution is independent of the
magnitude of the currents that flow along the domain wall core and instead is determined
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by the arc length derivative ∂sΓ(s).
As an initial illustration of this approach, we consider a straight domain wall, lying along
the y-axis in an infinite, three-dimensional superconductor. We assume that there is no
applied magnetic field, i.e., H = 0. We further assume that the superconducting state is of
positive (negative) chirality for x < 0 (x > 0), so that by the convention defined by Eq. (3.9)
we have R(s) = syˆ. As we show in the Appendix , a variational analysis, based on an
assumed form for the behavior of β transverse to a translationally invariant domain wall,
suggests that the equilibrium value of Γ is φ. Assuming this to be case, we then find, from
Eq. (4.17), that the domain-wall vorticity has no monopole part [i.e., f(s) = 0] but does
have a dipole part, which is given by d =
(
(piτ/4) − µ)I.2 Then, from Eq. (4.23), we find
that magnetization and current densities vary with the spatial distance x from the domain
wall as follows:
MEL(x) = −1
2
(
(µ− (piτ/4)) sgn(x) e−|x|, (4.26)
JEL(x) =
(
µ− (piτ/4))(δ(x)− e−|x|/2) yˆ. (4.27)
As, for this domain-wall configuration, the monopole contribution f(s) to the domain-wall
vorticity is zero, the net magnetic flux (per unit length of domain wall) [e.g. the magnetic flux
(per unit length of domain wall) integrated transversally] vanishes. The jump discontinuity
in M(x) at x = 0 results from a supercurrent that flows along the domain-wall core. For
the case of Sr2RuO4, we can use Eq. (4.27) to estimate the magnitude of this current. In SI
units the dimensionful current density J ′ is given in terms of its dimensionless counterpart
J via J ′ = (2piλf0/Φ0)J . Then, using J to compute the current passing through a narrow
window bracketing the domain wall, we arrive at the following expression for the dimensionful
2In the case that the equilibrium value of Γ − φ is pi/2, the dipole part of the vorticity is given by
d =
( − (piτ/4) − µ)I. Thus, as is shown in the referring paragraph, the part of the domain-wall current
proportional to τ can flow in either direction, for a given pattern of chirality, depending on the value of
Γ− φ.
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domain-wall current I ′ per Ru-O layer:
I ′ =
2piλ2f0
Φ0
∆z
∫ 0+
0−
dx (µ− (piτ/4)) δ(x) (4.28)
=
2piλ2f0
Φ0
∆z (µ− (piτ/4)) , (4.29)
where ∆z is the thickness of an Ru-O layer. To find the numerical value of this current
in Amps, we note that in SI units f0 can be expressed in terms of the thermodynamic
critical field Hc as 2κ
−2µ0H2c . Using the parameter values appropriate for Sr2RuO4 [49],
i.e., µ0Hc = 0.023 T, λ(0) = 0.15µm, κ = 2.3, and ∆z = 1.2 nm, we arrive at the following
estimate for the current:
(
µ−(piτ/4))×1.3×10−5 A per Ru-O layer flowing along a domain-
wall core. For this result to match previously made theoretical estimates (see Ref. [52, 38]),
one would need to have the material perameters obey
(
µ− (piτ/4)) ≈ 1.
In the next chapter, we extend our discussion to cope with situations lying beyond
straight domain walls, thus allowing the domain walls to have bends. As part of this dis-
cussion, we employ the reduced description of the superconductor in the extended London
limit derived in the present chapter to show that: (i) a net magnetic flux penetrates the
superconductor near bends; and (ii) this flux is generically a nonintegral multiple of the
superconducting flux quantum Φ0.
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Chapter 5
Magnetic flux in the vicinity of a
bend in a domain wall
In this chapter we derive the central result of this part of this thesis, viz., that an indi-
vidual bend in a domain wall is accompanied by a nonintegral amount of magnetic flux
that penetrates the superconductor near the bend; the amount—which we term the bend
flux—depends on the geometry of the bend. In the limit in which the in-plane crystalline
anisotropy is negligible (i.e., the isotropic limit), the bend flux is proportional to the angle
through which the domain wall bends.
We derive the bend flux via two approaches. In the first, we analyze a bending domain
wall via the effective theory of the topological variables, developed in Sec. 4. We then
consider an alternative derivation, which, in the isotropic limit, yields the bend flux quite
generally, without reliance on the assumption of either the standard or the extended London
limit, or even on the validity of the Ginzburg-Landau expansion of the free energy. We end
this chapter by considering modifications of the isotropic-limit bend flux result that would
arise in settings of other pairing symmetries and/or tetragonal or hexagonal departures from
the limit of crystalline isotropy.
5.1 Comparison with a spatially extended Josephson
junction
Before establishing the existence of bend flux, we give a discussion of the essential differences
between, on the one hand, a system comprising a domain wall and the superconducting
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Figure 5.1: (a) “Monopole” and (b) “dipole” contributions to the magnetic field associated
with a bending domain wall (oriented black line) for a bend angle of pi/3, considered in
the extended London limit [see Eq. (4.24)]. The z-axis magnetic field M(r) is plotted as a
function of position (color scale and contour lines). For this example, the Ginzburg-Landau
parameters are taken to have the values µ = 0.2 and τ = 1. The penetration depth defines the
unit lengthscale. The chirality is positive to the left of the domain wall and negative to the
right of it, so that, via Eq. (3.9), we see that the domain wall has the indicated orientation.
The dipole contribution produces no net magnetic flux through contours that surround the
bend many penetration depths away, and cross the domain wall along locally identical paths.
The monopole contribution produces a net flux 2Φ0/3 through such contours, independent
of the G-L parameters µ and τ that control the magnitude of the chiral currents that flow
along the domain wall core.
regions of opposing chirality separated by it, and, on the other hand, a system of a spatially
extended Josephson junction and two regions of conventional superconductivity coupled by
it. For the extended Josephson-junction system it is possible to define a variable analogous
to the domain wall variable Γ(s), i.e., the local value ΓJ(s) := [−θ1(s) + θ2(s)]/2 of (half of
the) the difference between the phases θ1(s) and θ2(s) of the superconducting regions that lie
on either side of the junction. The important distinction between Γ and ΓJ is that whereas
ΓJ transforms trivially under in-plane rotations, Γ transforms nontrivially.
This observation has important implications, if we compare the local energy of a domain
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wall Edw with the Josephson energy EJ of a extended Josephson junction. In particular, for
the extended Josephson junction, EJ is a periodic function of ΓJ alone. For the domain wall
system, on the other hand, in order to preserve the SO(2)z invariance of the free energy, the
local energy-density of the domain wall must be a periodic function of the difference Γ− φ
[in which φ is determined by the local direction of the domain wall normal; see Eq. (3.9)].
Thus, because they have distinct values of φ, two segments of straight domain wall separated
by a bend will generically have distinct equilibrium values of Γ. This stands in contrast with
the case of the spatially extended Josephson junction with a bend, the equilibrium value of
ΓJ being independent of position along the junction. As we shall now see, the bend flux
originates in this variation of the equilibrium value of Γ on either side of a bend.
5.2 Bend flux in terms of topological variables
We now turn to the derivation of the bend flux within the special context of the effective
theory for topological variables, developed in the previous chapter. Part of the utility of
this effective theory is that it allows for an efficient calculation of the magnetic response
of the superconductor, given a configuration of the topological variables, viz., the position
and strength of the vortices, the positions of the domain-wall lines, and the value of Γ(s)
along each such line. Thus, our approach will be to consider a specified configuration of
topological variables without vortices but with a single, fixed domain wall having a bend
and a specified form for Γ(s) along it, and then to employ Eq. (4.23) in order to determine
the corresponding magnetization density.
We define the position of the domain wall using three line-segments: an arc of Θ radians
and unit radius of curvature, and two straight segments that continue tangentially from each
of the end-points of the arc (see Fig. 5.1). Given this particular geometry, we say that the
resulting domain wall has a bend angle of Θ in it. Our next assumption concerns the form of
Γ(s). In Appendix we give a variational analysis that suggests that, for a straight domain
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wall, the equilibrium value of Γ is φ. To generalize to the situation in which the domain wall
bends, we assume that Γ follows the local direction of the domain wall ‘adiabatically,’ i.e.,
Γ(s) = φ(s). In this case, because ∂sΓ(s) is not everywhere zero a monopole contribution
to the domain-wall vorticity arises [see Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17)], in addition to the dipole
contribution. Figure 5.1 shows both the monopole and dipole contributions to the magnetic
field, evaluated using Eq. (4.23).
Next, we determine the total flux Φvar,bend associated with the bent domain wall furnished
by this variational calculation. To do this, we integrate the total magnetic field through a
large circular disc Ω centered at the vertex formed by the extrapolation of the straight-line
segments, so that the straight-line segments lie radial to the disc. In the limit that the
disc radius is much larger than the penetration depth, we find that the dipole contribution
to Φvar,bend tends to zero, whereas the monopole contribution is nonzero, tending to the
following total flux:
Φvar,bend =
∫
Ω
d2rM(x) = 2
∫
dΓ(s) = 2Θ, (5.1)
i.e., the net flux is simply given by twice the bend angle, regardless of how Γ(s) interpolates
between its limiting values far from the bend. In particular, for case shown in Fig. 5.1
(i.e., for Θ = pi/3) the bend flux is 2pi/3, i.e., the dimensionful value is Φ0/3, which is a
nonintegral multiple of the flux quantum.
5.3 General analysis for the bend flux
In the remainder of this section we consider a more general context in which the existence
of bend flux can be demonstrated. In particular, we need not employ the extended London
limit, nor assume that the superconductor is in the Ginzburg-Landau regime. Rather, the
central assumption is that the superconducting order has the following essential feature:
in regions in which the chirality is maximal, local SO(2)z rotations of the superconducting
order can equally well be accomplished via U(1) gauge transformations, so that the local
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Figure 5.2: A bent domain wall (oriented black line) separating two domains of opposite
chirality. En route to deriving Eq. (5.7), which expresses the flux Φ through the area
bounded by the contour C in terms of the bend angle Θ, the circulation of the unconventional
superfluid velocity V [see Eq. (5.2)] around C is shown to be zero. The contour C is assumed
to be many penetration depths away from the region where the domain wall bends.
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transformation (α,−sgn(β)α) ∈ U(1)× SO(2)z acts trivially on the superconducting order
parameter. If this assumption holds then, provided the amplitude of the superconducting
order is spatially homogeneous away from the domain wall, the unconventional superfluid
velocity V , defined via
V := ∇θ − sgn(β)∇γ −A, (5.2)
tends to zero within a maximally chiral region, as a result of the Meissner effect.
In deriving the bend flux we use the following construction to define the geometry of the
domain wall. We consider a single domain wall that is fixed to pass through three points:
the origin O, and two other points P and Q; then, we fix the angle ∠POQ = pi+ Θ where Θ
is bend angle of the domain wall. We take the orientation of the domain wall, as defined by
Eq. (3.9), to run from P to Q, and we let the points P and Q tend to infinity. The goal of
the calculation is then to determine the net magnetic flux penetrating the superconductor
in the vicinity of the domain wall bend. The key quantity that we use is the circulation
of V around a closed contour C encircling the domain wall bend at a distance of many
penetration depths (see Fig. 5.2). Care is needed in selecting the contour C because, in
equilibrium, even for zero applied magnetic field, a domain wall may not be translationally
invariant.1 However, as the underlying free energy is local [as is manifest in Eq. (4.20)] and
translationally and rotationally invariant; it is always possible to choose two geometrically
congruent regions, A and B, each straddling the domain wall but located on opposite sides of
the domain-wall bend, in which the equilibrium spatial configurations of the superconducting
order in the regions (A and B) are related to one another via a rigid rotation and translation
(see Fig. 5.2). Once a pair of such regions has been identified, we choose the contour C to
1For example, as noted in Ref. [76], in the limit of large domain-wall currents, vortices may be stabilized
along the domain wall. Such vortices would then spoil the translational invariance of the domain wall.
Although we know of no experimental evidence for such an effect, one interpretation of Josephson-junction
tunneling experiments on Sr2RuO4 [32] is the absence of translational invariance (i.e., for the presence of
multiple domains) along sample boundaries, which can be regarded in certain respects as analogous to domain
walls. However, alternate explanations exist which are based on assumed line nodes in the superconducting
order parameter [66].
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cross the regions (and hence the domain wall) on locally identical paths b1 → b3 and a1 → a3
(i.e., on paths that are related by the same rotation and translation as the regions are). As
a result, the following equality between line integrals holds:
∫
a1→a3
dr · V =
∫
b1→b3
dr · V . (5.3)
By using this result, and observing that V = 0 away from the domain wall, we see that the
circulation of V around the closed contour C is zero, i.e.,
∮
C
dr · V = 0. (5.4)
The next step in the derivation is to consider the contour C+ (C−), which begins at the
point a2 (b2) and follows C through the positive- (negative-)chirality domain to the point b2
(a2). The line-integrals of (V +A) along C+ and C− respectively measure the change in the
phase of the order parameter in the positive (negative) region from a2 to b2 (and from b2
to a2). Thus, again using the linear relation γ = (−θ+ + θ−)/2 [i.e., Eq. (3.7)], we see that
the change in Γ from the point b2 to the point a2 [i.e., ∆Γ := Γ(a2)− Γ(b2)], is given by the
following formula:
∆Γ =
1
2
∫
C+
dθ+ +
1
2
∫
C−
dθ− =
1
2
∮
C
dr · (V +A). (5.5)
We now examine in more detail the equilibrium value of ∆Γ. As discussed in Sec. 5.1, as
a consequence of the rotational invariance of the underlying free energy, the energy (per
unit arclength) Edw of the domain wall must be a periodic function of the combination
Γ(s)−φ(s), in which φ(s) continues to characterize the local direction normal to the domain
wall. Furthermore, as—up to a global phase—the configurations having Γ and Γ + pi are
equivalent, the dependence of Edw on Γ(s) − φ(s) has period pi. Importantly, we make the
following additional assumption, viz., that the dependence of Edw on Γ(s)−φ(s) has a single
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minimum per period.
We now observe that, by construction, region A is rotated by an angle Θ relative to B
(using the convention that positive rotations are measured counter-clockwise, relative to the
domain-wall orientation) as a result ∆φ := φ(a1)−φ(a2) = Θ. Thus, with these assumptions
the equilibrium value of ∆Γ is equal to the bend angle Θ, up to an integer multiple of pi, i.e.,
∆Γ = Θ + npi. (5.6)
Combining Eqs. (5.4,5.5, 5.6), and defining Φbend to be the bend flux (i.e., net flux through
the surface defined by the contour C) we arrive at the result that
Φbend =
(
(Θ/pi) + n
)
Φ0. (5.7)
Because the bend flux, in the rotationally invariant limit, can evidently be an arbitrary
fraction of the flux quantum, this result is a manifestation of the general result that broken
time-reversal invariance allows for nonquantized amounts of flux to penetrate a supercon-
ductor, as predicted on general grounds in Refs. [78, 18, 69, 68, 67, 77]. Moreover, because
Γ(s) need not stay locked, relative to the local domain wall orientation (e.g, at the bend),
or owing to the presence of vortices in either or both of the chiral domains, it makes sense
that Φbend be determined only modulo Φ0.
2
To emphasize the role of the unconventional nature of the superconducting order in
deriving Eq. (5.7) we make the following comparison with a conventional superconductor. For
a conventional superconductor, the fluxoid [46] through a contour is defined as Φ+
∮
drag
−1
ab Jb
(where g is the superfluid density tensor, J is the current density, and Φ =
∮
draAa is the
2As a particular case of Eq. (5.7), one can consider a straight domain wall. Then, Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7)
imply that the topologically stable, localized solitons in Γ(s) along a domain wall would obey ∆Γ = pi, and
that each is associated with a flux Φ0. However, if the dependence of Edw on Γ(s)−φ(s) should have multiple
minima per pi period, then there could be topologically stable solitons in Γ(s) along a straight domain wall,
each having ∆Γ 6= pi and connected with nonquantized amounts of flux (see Refs. [69, 67, 10]). In this case,
in addition to the bend flux of Eq. (5.7), the flux associated with a bent domain wall may have a further
contribution.
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flux through the contour). For a conventional superconductor, any contour for which g
remains everywhere positive definite ( i.e. for paths that are interior to the superconductor)
the fluxoid is equal to nΦ0 for an integer n. In deriving Eq. (5.7) we choose a contour C that
crosses the two regions where J is non-zero along locally identical paths (these two regions
are labeled A and B in Fig. 5.2). We therefore have that
∮
C drag
−1
ab Jb = 0. Thus, if the
superconductivity were conventional, then the flux through the contour C would be integral
and would not depend upon the bend angle Θ in contrast to Eq. (5.7). Thus, we see that
the existence of bend flux depends in an essential way on the unconventional nature of the
superconducting order. In the next section we expand upon this analysis, examining bend
flux in the context of various other pairing and crystalline symmetries.
5.4 Bend fluxes for other pairing and crystalline
symmetries
In this thesis, we have assumed that the superconducting order transforms as one particular
representation of SO(2)z. We now obtain the generalization of the formula for the bend flux,
Eq. (5.7), that remains valid for arbitrary irreducible representations, which can be indexed
in terms of an integer m (see, e.g., Ref. [39]). For brevity’s sake, we refer to the m = 1 case
as p-wave (which is the case focused on in this thesis), and the m = 2 case as d-wave. En
route to generalizing Eq. (5.7) to arbitrary m, we assume that transformations of the form
(mα,−sgn(β)α) ∈ U(1)×SO(2)z act trivially on a uniform, maximally chiral phase. Under
this assumption, and repeating the line of argument given in Sec. 5.3, mutatis mutandis , the
bend flux formula becomes
Φbend,m =
(
(mΘ/pi) + n
)
Φ0. (5.8)
Another version of Eq. (5.7) results when we address the setting of tetragonal D4h sym-
metry (which is, of course, discrete). In this case, the argument given in Sec. 5.3 leading
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to Eq. (5.7) holds only for Θ = ±pi/2, for which the minimum magnitude net flux through
the domain wall bend in the p-wave case is Φ0/2; this is distinct from a conventional vortex,
for which the net flux is always Φ0 in magnitude. In contrast, for the d-wave case and
Θ = ±pi/2, a net flux of nΦ0 (with n integral) penetrates the bend. As a last observation,
we note that for “p-wave pairing” and D6h symmetry and a domain-wall bend angle of pi/3,
the smallest positive net flux accompanying the bend is Φ0/3, whereas the smallest negative
net flux accompanying it is −2Φ0/3.
Now that we have established that in, various settings, one anticipates that a bent domain
wall is accompanied by nonintegral net magnetic flux, we shall, in the next chapter, explore
a range of experimental situations in which such effects might be observable.
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Chapter 6
Experimental implications
We now describe three experimental scenarios in which it may prove possible to observe,
via scanning magnetic microscopy, the phenomenon of sample penetration by nonintegral
net magnetic flux associated with bends in walls separating regions of opposing chiral su-
perconducting order. These scenarios are depicted schematically in Figs. 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.
Augmenting the bend flux phenomenon, which is the primary focus of the present work, it
is known that domain walls are expected to produce Ampe`re magnetic fields, resulting from
chiral currents that flow along the cores of domain walls; see Refs. [76, 52]. Such Ampe`re
magnetic fields, and the magnetic fields that result from the associated screening currents,
constitute the dipole contribution to the magnetic field shown in Fig. 5.1(b). We emphasize
that, even if there were a specific, microscopic reason for the magnitude of such currents
to be reduced (cf., e.g., Refs. [43, 4, 60]), e.g., below currently detectable levels [23], such
a reduction would not affect the existence or magnitude of the bend fluxes discussed here
which are fixed by symmetry. Thus, it is perhaps useful to regard bend fluxes as providing a
robust magnetic signature of domain walls, alternate to the magnetic signature of the chiral
currents themselves.
As a first scenario, consider a domain wall that intersects a physical surface of the super-
conducting system, the surface being oriented perpendicular to the z-axis. In this thesis we
are neglecting effects resulting from the finite height above the sample surface at which mag-
netic fields would typically be detected. (For a discussion of such effects see, e.g., Ref. [9].)
In addition, we envision domain walls to be pinned at generically located sites, e.g., by
impurities. In the limit in which the bulk terms in the free energy that break SO(2)z sym-
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Figure 6.1: Schematic depiction of a chiral domain wall running along an ab-face of a
superconductor and pinned to various locations. The wall is indicated by the oriented
black line [the orientation is defined by Eq. (3.9)]. We assume that deviations from SO(2)z
symmetry are sufficiently small that the arrangement of the pinning sites determines the
path of the domain wall. Orange dots denote pinning sites. Near them, the domain wall
bends and flux penetrates the superconductor. The specified positive angles {Θi} express
the geometry of the bends, as indicated. The bend fluxes are then determined via Eq. (5.7).
For each bend, we have chosen the value of n in Eq. (5.7) to give the corresponding bend
fluxes {Φi} the smallest possible magnitudes. The orientation of the flux accompanying each
bend is indicated via a dot (up) or a cross (down).
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metry are small (as can hold occur near Tc), the spatial arrangement of these pinning sites
predominates in determining the bend angles that characterize a domain wall as it traverses
the sample. Assuming that these pinning sites are spaced further apart than the penetration
depth, Eq. (5.7) indicates that these pinning locations would show up in scanning magne-
tometry as local regions of nonintegral flux penetrating the superconductor (see Fig. 6.1).
We now outline a scenario specific to Sr2RuO4. In both zero and nonzero in-plane mag-
netic fields, scanning magnetic imaging of Sr2RuO4 shows that vortices arrange themselves
in line-like structures [8, 16, 15, 23]. One of the possible scenarios put forth to explain these
structures is that the line-like structures are due to the binding of vortices to a parallel
array of chiral domain walls [67]. However, to date, the line-like structures have not exhib-
ited characteristics that would uniquely identify them as domain walls because, to within
experimental uncertainty, the vortices (i.e., the local regions of penetrating magnetic field)
were observed to have total fluxes that were integer multiples of Φ0, and Ampe`re mag-
netic fields along the line-like features were not observed. The phenomenon of bend flux
provides an additional route for determining whether the observed line-like structures are
indeed associated with domain walls. If it proves possible to prepare a sample (e.g., via a
field-sweep procedure) so that the line-like features are bent then, if the line-like structures
do indeed correspond to domain walls, bends would be accompanied by a nonintegral flux
penetrating the superconductor (see Fig. 6.2). The observation of nonintegral bend flux at
a pi/2 bend would provide further confirmation of p-wave pairing in Sr2RuO4 because, as
noted in Sec. 5.4, d-wave pairing would produce integer bend flux. However, the fact that
Refs. [8, 16, 15] do not report regions of nonintegral localized flux suggests that, in these
experiments, if there are domain walls then they are aligned in parallel arrays, and thus are
not bent.
A further consequence of domain walls should be evident in annular rings of broken time-
reversal symmetry superconductors. As the analysis leading to Eq. (5.7) is local only to the
contour C, and does not require inspection of the superconductivity near the domain-wall
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Figure 6.2: Schematic depiction of an array of domain walls (oriented black lines), each inter-
secting an ab-face of a superconductor. D4h deviations from SO(2)z symmetry are assumed
to be large enough to pin domain walls to lie along specific crystallographic directions, and
each domain wall is assumed to have a pi/2 bend. Integral-flux vortices (intermediate size
orange dots) penetrate the superconductor along the straight sections of the domain walls.
At each bend, a bend flux penetrates the superconductor (large and small orange dots) and
is fixed, via Eq. (5.7), to be a half integer multiple of the flux quantum. All regions of
localized flux are shown as if they had the same sign, as would be energetically favorable in
the presence of a magnetic field applied along the z-axis.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic depiction of an annular sample (shaded gray) the thickness and hieght
of which is larger that the penetration depth. The annulus is crossed radially by a pair of
domain walls oriented at pi/2 relative to one another. Tetragonal D4h terms in the free
energy are assumed to be large enough to pin the direction of the domain walls to crystal-
lographically to lie along the specified directions. The minimum magnitude of the total flux
through the hole would then be Φ0/2.
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bend itself, it can be generalized to the case in which the bend is replaced by a hole in the
superconductivity (see Fig. 6.3). Recently, evidence for half integer fluxoid behavior has
been obtained in experiments on mesoscopic rings of Sr2RuO4 using cantilever torque mag-
netometry [30]. However, in those experiments the half integer fluxoid behavior was found to
be accompanied by a small, rotationally invariant, in-plane component of the magnetization,
and we are not aware of any reason why such a magnetization component would arise in the
context of domain walls.
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Part II
Half Quantum Vortices
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As discussed in Chapter 1 of Part I of this thesis, the superconductivity of Sr2RuO4 has
been proposed to be unconventional [49], having Cooper pairs of the triplet type [63, 25, 58].
There and in the remaining chapters of Part I we analyzed the magnetic properties of domain
walls. Domain walls are topologically stable when the space of degenerate homogeneous
equilibrium states R is disconnected, being comprised of subspaces that are related only by
a discrete symmetry such as time reversal (see Fig. 3.1). In the present part of the thesis
we shall study topological structures that result from a connected component of R, namely
line-like (i.e., vortex) and point-like topological defects.
Sr2RuO4 and other proposed spin-triplet superconductors and superfluids can potentially
support, in additional to domain walls, other exotic topological defects, such as half quantum
vortices (HQVs), characterized by the nontrivial winding of the spin structure [79, 12].
Recently, evidence for half quantum vortices has been obtained by the Budakian group at the
University of Illinois, in experiments on mesoscopic rings of Sr2RuO4, using cantilever torque
magnetometry [30]. Besides providing further support for the triplet-pairing hypothesis, this
development is particularly exciting as HQVs are expected to support zero-energy Majorana
modes [36, 62] and suggests that Sr2RuO4 could be an example of a non-abelian phase
of matter, and therefore be of potential use as a host medium for topological quantum
computing [34, 57].
In this part of the thesis, we study experimental and theoretical issues related to HQVs
in layered, equal-spin-pairing (ESP) triplet superconductors and is organized as follows. In
Chapter 7 we give a basic introduction to spin-triplet superconductivity. We discuss how
spin-triplet superconductivity is naturally characterized in terms of a complex d-vector,
and describe the necessary conditions for the superconductivity to be of the ESP type.
ESP superconductors can be effectively described as two interpenetrating condensates, one
of up-spin electrons and one of down-spin electrons. We describe how equal spin pairing
raises the possibility that the superconducting order is capable of hosting half quantum
vortices, which would be characterized by the relative winding of the phase of the up-spin and
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down-spin components of the superconducting order parameter. Previously in Chapter 2 of
Part I, we considered the general phenomenological theory of superconductors with broken
time-reversal symmetry in crystalline materials of tetragonal point group symmetry, and
classified the stable topological defects in Chapter 3. This analysis did not include HQVs.
Thus, for the longest lengthscales HQVs are not generically stable. However, as we explain
in Chapter 9, for lengthscales shorter than a characteristic “spin-orbit” length LSO, the
collection of states reached by spin rotations of the superconducting order defines a subspace
of homogenous states that are effectively degenerate. Even though this collection of states
are not exactly degenerate, it is conventional to use the same notation as was introduced in
Chapter 3, denoting this space of states as R. As the R that arise in Chapter 8 are not as
simple to understand intuitively as the case considered in Chapter 3, in Chapter 8 we shall
classify the stable topological structures derived from R using the general group theoretical
techniques [53]. The primary results of such an analysis are as follows: Similarly to the case
of superfluid 3He-A [79, 12], in addition to conventional line defects of integer vorticity, line
defects of half integer vorticity (HQVs) are topologically stable excitations. However, our
findings are in contrast with the case of bulk superfluid 3He, in that HQVs can occur in
phases which preserve time-reversal symmetry, as well as for phases which spontaneously
break time-reversal symmetry. Our results also differ from those for bulk 3He-A, in that the
fundamental group pi1(R) is now infinite, rather than finite and isomorphic to Z4 [79, 12].
In the next chapter, Chapter 9, we introduce the appropriate London free energy that
describes layered ESP superconductors, and discuss estimates for the various coefficients in
the free energy density. Building on this in Chapter 10, we study this free energy for various
sample geometries, determining the conditions for equilibrium HQV stability. In contrast
to previous studies [11, 74], we do not assume the sample geometry to be translationally
invariant along a particular axis and thus effectively infinite in height, rather we consider
sample geometries of finite height. Here, our main result is that HQVs are expected to be
the equilibrium ground state for a greater range of parameters than previously estimated
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on the basis of calculations for infinite height samples. An “annular,” ring-shaped, geometry
is particularly useful in the study of topological line defects such as half quantum vortices
because such a geometry is expected to yield a discrete family of low energy “fluxoid”
states in which the superconducting order parameter winds around the annulus as it would
around the line defect and thus, like vortices, are indexed by the fundamental group pi1(R).
Recently, evidence for half integer fluxoids (the generalization of a HQV to an anuular, ring-
shaped geometry) has been obtained by the Budakian group at the University of Illinois in
experiments on mesoscopic rings of Sr2RuO4 [30] using cantilever torque magnetometry [30,
29]. In Chapter 11 we briefly describe the cantilever torque magnetometry technique and
review the key experimental results of Ref. [30]. We then discuss two possible scenarios
for the theoretical interpretation of the observations of Ref. [30]: a half quantum vortex
scenario, and a wall vortex scenario. We argue that the HQV scenario is more consistent
with observations of Ref [30]. Finally, we suggest an extension of the cantilever torque
magnetometry technique that could help further determine whether the observed behavior
is indeed due to HQVs. We then conclude with Chapter 12, in which we summarize our key
results from Parts I and II of the thesis.
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Chapter 7
Introduction to half quantum vortices
In Chapter 2 we argued on physical grounds that if the superconductivity of Sr2RuO4 breaks
time-reversal symmetry then the superconducting order parameter would transform accord-
ing to the Γ5 representation of the tetragonal symmetry group D4h. The assumption that
the superconducting order transforms as Γ5 allowed us to develop a phenomenological de-
scription of the superconducting order without having to consider the microscopic electron
degrees of freedom that give rise to such order. However, in this second part of the thesis,
it will be helpful to develop a more microscopic model of the superconducting order based
on Yang’s notion of off-diagonal long-range order [81, 44], as it will enable a discussion of
how the superconducting order transforms when a spin rotation is applied to the underlying
electronic degrees of freedom. Within this framework, the description of the superconduct-
ing order starts from the general quantum-mechanical state of a many-electron system plus
environment, and then proceeds to the two-electron density matrix. The two-electron den-
sity matrix can be compactly expressed in terms of electron field-operators ψˆ†a(r) and ψˆa(r),
which respectively create and annihilate an election at position r and with spin projection a:
ρ
(2)
a′1a
′
2;a1a2
(r′1r
′
2; r1r2) := 〈ψˆ†a′1(r
′
1)ψˆ
†
a′2
(r′2)ψˆa1(r1)ψˆa2(r2)〉, (7.1)
where the angle brackets represent both a quantum-mechanical and a statistical-mechanical
average.1 As ρ(2) is a Hermitian kernal in the exchange of coordinate and spin indices, it can
1In general, due to spin-orbit coupling, quasiparticle states are not eigenstates of spin. However, when
the crystal point group possesses an inversion symmetry (as is the case for D4h) then, due to Kramers’
theorem, for each value of k there still exist two degenerate states. These degenerate states are referred to
as psudo-spin states. It is still possible to apply SU(2) rotation matrices to the psudo-spin indices to generate
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be diagonalized and expressed in terms of its eigenvalues ni and eigenfunctions Ψ
i
a1a2
(r1r2)
as
ρ
(2)
a′1a
′
2;a1a2
(r′1r
′
2; r1r2) =
∑
i
ni Ψ
i∗
a′1a
′
2
(r′1r
′
2) Ψ
i
a1a2
(r1r2). (7.2)
Superconducting order is then associated with the largest eigenvalue, n0, being of order
N/2, where N is the number of electrons in the system. The corresponding eigenfunction
Ψ0a1a2(r1r2) then plays the role of an order parameter for the superconducting transition.
It is useful to implement a change of basis, and express Ψ0 in terms of the relative and
center-of-mass coordinates of r1 and r2, viz., R ≡ (r1 + r2)/2 and r ≡ r1 − r2 and then
to perform a Fourier transform on the relative variables, thus defining an equivalent order
parameter ψab(R,k), via
Ψ0ab(R+ r/2,R− r/2) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
eik·r ψab(R,k). (7.3)
We shall refer to ψ as the pairing matrix or, equivalently, the superconducting order param-
eter. As ψ transforms under the full symmetry group of the physical system, it provides a
representation of this group. For simplicity, we assume that ψ transforms trivially under
lattice translations. Thus, at the lengthscales relevant for a phenomenological description
that we consider in this thesis, the equilibrium ground state of the superconducting order
can be considered to be independent of R. In this section we make the additional as-
sumption that the order parameter is odd under the application of inversion symmetry, i.e.,
ψab(k) = −ψab(−k). This is justified in the case of superconductors such as Sr2RuO4, for
which Josephson tunneling experiments suggest that the superconductivity has odd pair-
ity [58]. If ψ is indeed odd under inversion symmetry then, due to fermion anti-symmetry, it
must be symmetric under exchange of its two spin-1/2 indices, so that ψ would transform as
transformations of the superconducting order. In the rest of this thesis, when we refer to the presence or
absence of spin-rotational symmetry we mean, in principle, the presence or absence of degeneracy with
respect to transformations of the psudo-spin indices of this type. For simplicity, however, we shall continue
to use the language of spin.
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a spin-1 ‘triplet’. Then, in terms of the conventional notion, for each value of k the pairing
matrix ψ(k) can be expressed in terms of a complex d-vector d(k) via
ψab = di(k)σ
i
accb. (7.4)
Here, σi are Pauli spin matrices and  is the antisymmetric tensor in two indices. Tradi-
tionally, the notation iσy is used for  but as there is nothing ‘y’ about this procedure, the 
notation seems favorable. The d-vector is particularly useful, intuitively, since it transforms
as a vector under SO(3) spin rotations, and since, for so-called “unitary” states, it can, up
to a k-dependent phase, be taken to be real. All states considered in this thesis will be taken
to be unitary.
One particular class of spin-triplet superconducting pairing states, which may be applica-
ble to the superconductivity of Sr2RuO4 [49], is the equal spin pairing (ESP) class of states.
A state is defined to be in the ESP class if d(k) is co-planer for all k. An axis perpendicular
to this plane is referred to as the ESP axis. If d(k) is collinear then the ESP axis can be
chosen to lie anywhere within the plane perpendicular to the direction of collinearity. If the
ESP axis is used to define the spin quantization axis (for the rest of this section we identity
the ESP axis with the z-axis) the pairing matrix takes the form
 −(dx − idy) 0
0 (dx + idy)
 =:
 ψ↑↑ 0
0 ψ↓↓
 . (7.5)
The second of these expressions makes it clear that an ESP state can be conceptualized
as two interpenetrating condensates: a condensate of up-spin pairs, and a condensate of
down-spin pairs. Applying a spin rotation of an angle α around the ESP axis generates the
usual vector rotation transformation of the d-vector:
d→ Rαzˆ ◦ d = (cos(α)dx − sin(α)dy, sin(α)dx + cos(α)dy, 0). (7.6)
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Thus, a spin rotation of an angle α around the ESP axis transforms the pairing matrix as
follows:
ψ → Rαzˆ ◦ψ =
 ψ↑↑e−iα 0
0 ψ↓↓eiα
 , (7.7)
i.e., it changes the relative phase between the two condensates. If a spin rotation about the
ESP axis of the superconductor order does not change the free energy of the superconductor,
then the phase, θ↑, of the up spin condensate and the phase, θ↓, of the down spin conden-
sate is not fixed energetically to have a preferred relative value. Thus, in this case, the
phases of each condensate would be treatable—not just kinematically but energetically—as
independent degrees of freedom. Importantly, each condensate could potentially have an
independent winding number around a given spatial contour. Vortices for which one of the
two condensates has unit vorticity, while the other has no vorticity, are called half quantum
vortices (HQVs). Another way to characterized such HQVs is to say both the relative phase
α = (−θ↑ + θ↓)/2 and the overall phase θ = (θ↑ + θ↓)/2 rotate by pi around a contour that
encircles a vortex. As the overall phase θ is gauge-coupled to the vector potential, a isolated
HQV in a bulk superconductor results in a net flux of Φ0/2 penetrating the superconductor,
which is half of the net flux of a conventional vortex. In the next section we will consider
the topological stability of such HQVs.
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Chapter 8
Analysis of the topological stability of
half quantum vortices
In this chapter we consider the general topological stability of line and point defects for
layered ESP superconductors with weak spin-orbit coupling. Starting with reference ESP
superconducting states of Γ−5 and Γ
−
1 symmetry (which we refer to throughout the rest of this
thesis as the A and B phases respectively), we construct the space of states R as the coset
space G/H. Here, G is the appropriate symmetry group that includes either SO(2)z or SO(3)
spin rotations of the superconducting order parameter, and H is the isotropy subgroup of
G, i.e., H is the subgroup of G that acts trivially on the reference state [53]. In this part of
the thesis we will only consider line and point topological defects. As explained in Ref. [53],
we thus only need to consider a connected component of R.
A primary distinction between the analysis of topological defects in the case of superfluid
3He and in the case of layered ESP superconductors is that for layered ESP superconductors
is that, due to the significant physical differences between in-plane directions and the z-axis
direction, the orbital angular momentum of Cooper pairs is likely to be confined to be either
aligned or anti-aligned with the z-axis. Thus, in contrast to the case of bulk superfluid
3He, in the case of layered spin triplet superconductors, arbitrary SO(3) rotations of the
orbital degrees of freedom are disfavored energetically. As remarked in Chapter 2 of Part I,
a residual SO(2)z orbital symmetry may remain. However, in the cases that we consider
in Part II, it is not necessary to include such a symmetry in G, as it is degenerate with
U(1) gauge transformations (in the case of the A phase), or degenerate with SO(2)z spin
symmetry (in the case of the B phase).
For a cylindrical Fermi-surface, with the symmetry axis of the cylinder defining the z-
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axis, the usual representative ESP superconducting states of Γ−5 and Γ
−
1 symmetry [49] are,
respectively,
dA(k) = (0, 0, kx + iky), (8.1)
dB(k) = (kx, ky, 0). (8.2)
The B state preserves time-reversal symmetry, whereas the A state breaks time-reversal
symmetry and transforms to the state (0, 0, kx − iky) under time reversal. For electrons
moving through periodic crystals, d and ψ are periodic functions of k. Thus, on the right
hand side of Eq. (8.1), kx and ky should be replaced by periodic functions of k, which
transform like kx and ky under the operations of the crystal point group; e.g., for tetragonal
symmetry, kx could be replaced by sin(akx), where a is the in-plane lattice spacing of the
unit cell.1
As we are interested in how these reference states transform under the action of the simply
connected SU(2) spin symmetry group, and not just SO(3), it will be useful to consider the
form of the order parameter matrix for these reference states:
ψA(k) =
 0 kx + iky
kx + iky 0
 , (8.3)
ψB(k) =
 −(kx + iky) 0
0 kx − iky
 . (8.4)
1It should be noted that pairing with Γ−5 and Γ
−
1 symmetry need not, in general, be ESP. For example,
pairing of the form (Kx,Ky, Kz) (where Ki(k) are periodic functions of k) also has Γ
−
1 symmetry. In
this thesis, we shall not analyze non-ESP pairing in detail. However, we note that if the ESP axis is
allowed to change directions as a function of k then a state having pairing of the form (Kx,Ky, Kz) may
still be “effectively” ESP, whereby we mean that the superconductivity can still be effectively described
as two interpenetrating condensates and that the analysis developed in this thesis may still, with minor
modifications, be largely applicable. An important question, which helps to determine if a state is effectively
ESP is whether, given a representative pairing matrix, a smooth choice of ESP axis is possible for all k
where ψ is non-zero. For for a spherical Fermi surface and B-phase pairing, a smooth choice of ESP axis is
not possible.
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For both of the above pairing matrices, Eqs. (8.3) and (8.4), we have chosen the crystal
z-axis to be the spin-quantization direction. As the ESP axes are in-plane for the A phase,
this form of ψA is not diagonal. The action of an element of U ∈ SU(2) on ψ is given by
U ◦ψ = U ·ψ ·U t, where t indicates a transpose, and the operation · represents usual matrix
multiplication.2
In the sections that follow, namely Secs. 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3, we classify the topologically
stable defects for the following three cases :
(I) B phase with SO(2)z spin symmetry;
(II) B phase with SO(3) spin symmetry;
(III) A phase with SO(3) spin symmetry.
As explained in Ref. [53], this classification can be accomplished via the following steps:
(i) Extend G to its simply connected universal covering group.
(ii) Generate an (over) complete covering of the order parameter space R by considering
all states generated by the action of the elements of G on a reference order parameter
state ψR. (The particular choice of ψR does not effect the classification.)
(iii) Determine the isotropy subgroup H of G. The isotropy subgroup consists of the ele-
ments g ∈ G such that g ◦ψR = ψR.
(iv) Determine the (normal) subgroup H0 of H that is connected to the identity.
(v) Then, line defects are classified by the discrete group H/H0, i.e., pi1(R) ∼= H/H0,
(vi) And point defects are classified by pi1(H0), i.e., pi2(R) ∼= pi1(H0).
2The transpose operation is necessary, rather than the usual adjoint †, because ψ is a type (2, 0) tensor
rather than a type (1, 1) tensor.
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Figure 8.1: Visual representation of the groups pi1(R). Each dark orange point represents
a distinct group element. The top two panels represent the B phase with SO(2)z spin
symmetry. In this case, pi1(RB,I) ∼= Z ⊕ Z. The bottom left panel represents the case of
B phase pairing with SO(3) spin symmetry, for which pi1(RB,II) ∼= Z ⊕ Z2. The bottom
right panel represents the case of A phase pairing with SO(3) spin symmetry, for which
pi1(RA) ∼= Z. The top two panels illustrate two different ways pi1 (and thus the stable
topological defects) can be indexed. Any element with |nθ| = 1/2 indexes a half quantum
vortex topological defect. In the bottom two panels the trivial [i.e., (0,0)] state is equivalent
to states of either 2pi or 4pi spin winding. Such an equivalence indicates that, e.g., in these two
cases a vortex in which the up-spin condensate winds by 2pi and the down spin condensate
winds by −2pi can be continuously deformed to a state with no spin winding. In all pictured
cases, the state with (nθ, nα) = (1/2, 1/2) is topologically non-trivial. Thus, in these three
cases HQVs are topologically stable and distinct from conventional vortices.
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The results of this classification are summarized in Fig. 8.1. As the reference A phase is
invariant under SO(2)z spin symmetry, HQVs do not exist in this case, and we shall thus
not consider it in any detail in the the following sections.3
8.1 Vortex topological defects of the B phase with
SO(2)z spin symmetry
In this section we begin our analysis of the topologically stable line and point defects with
the most elementary situation: the B phase with SO(2)z spin symmetry. As the physical
properties of Sr2RuO4 (such as its electrical resistivity) are typically more similar for two in-
plane directions than they are for an in-plane direction and the z-axis, SO(2)z spin symmetry
is likely to be an intermediate between the fully spin-orbit locked and complete SO(3) spin
symmetry. We now execute the steps required to determine the stable topological defects
listed in the previous section. Step (i) is to extend U(1) × SO(2)z to its simply connected
universal covering group. This is done by extending both the U(1) gauge group and the
SO(2)z spin group to the group R of real numbers under addition. To implement step (ii)
we act on the reference order parameter ψB of Eq. (8.1) with an arbitrary element of R×R.
As the ESP axis coincides with the z-axis, SO(2)z spin rotations transform the order
parameter as Eq. (7.7). Thus, the action of (θ, α) ∈ R × R on ψB results in the general
element of RB,I :
(θ, α) ◦ψB = eiθ
 −(kx − iky)e−iα 0
0 (kx + iky)e
iα
 . (8.5)
The space of states RB,I can be visualized as the product of two circles, S1×S1, i.e. a torus,
3It is sometimes suggested that a large z-axis magnetic field may induce a state with A phase pairing to
simply rotate the d-vector to an arbitrary in-plane direction. However, the work of Ref. [2] suggests that a
transition to a phase of B-like symmetry is energetically favored instead.
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with the points (θ, α) and (θ + pi, α + pi) being identified. We now consider the isotropy
subgroup H. By inspection, we see that for
(θ, α) =
(
1
2
(n↑ + n↓),
1
2
(−n↑ + n↓)
)
, (n↑, n↓) ∈ Z⊕ Z (8.6)
the order parameter matrix is invariant. As the group H is discrete, H0 (i.e., the subgroup
of H connected to the identity) is simply the identity itself. Thus, for the B phase with
SO(2)z spin symmetry, the vortices have the structure that we anticipated in Sec. 7, i.e.,
pi1(RB,I) ∼= Z ⊕ Z, and half quantum vortices are allowed (see Fig. 8.1). As H0 is trivial,
there are no stable point defects.
8.2 Vortex topological defects of the B phase with
SO(3) spin symmetry
We now consider the topological defects of the B phase assuming SO(3) (rather than SO(2)z)
spin symmetry. The first step is to extend U(1)×SO(3)spin to its simply connected universal
covering group R×SU(2)spin. We choose ψB of Eq. (8.4) as the reference state. To generate
an arbitrary element of RB,II we apply a general element (θ,U ) ∈ R× SU(2)spin to ψB:
(θ, U) ◦ψB = eiθ U ψB U t (8.7)
U = eiααˆ·σ/2.
We now consider the corresponding isotropy subgroup H. The elements of G that leave ψB
invariant come in four sets:
H = (Z, I) ∪ (Z,−I) ∪ (Z + 1
2
,+iσz) ∪ (Z + 1
2
,−iσz), (8.8)
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where the elements of the last two sets are rotations of ±pi around the z-axis, combined with
half integer translations of the gauge degree of freedom. That H cannot be larger is due to
the fact that, around any axis other than the z-axis, the reference state first returns to itself
after a 2pi rotation. However, a rotation by 2pi about an arbitrary axis corresponds to the
group element −I, and such a group element is already part of the second of the four sets
in the previous equation.
As can be checked by explicit evaluation, H is abelian. One can also check that each
element h ∈ H can be written (in a non-unique way) as
h =
(
1
2
,−iσz
)n↓
◦
(
1
2
, iσz
)n↑
=
(
1
2
(n↑ + n↓), (−iσz)(−n↑+n↓)
)
, (8.9)
where n↑ and n↓ are both integers. Thus, there exists a surjective homomorphism of abelian
groups Z⊕Z→ H. Under this homomorphism, elements of the form (1
2
,−iσz)2n◦(12 , iσz)−2n
are mapped to the identity (0, I). Therefore, the kernel subgroup of the homomorphism is
Z(2,−2). By the first isomorphism theorem of abelian groups [17], we then have
H ∼= Z⊕ Z/Z(2,−2) ∼= Z⊕ Z2. (8.10)
Again, as in the previous section, H0 is trivial, so pi1(RB,II) ∼= Z ⊕ Z2, and there are
no topologically stable point defects. Using the homomorphism Z ⊕ Z → pi1(RB,II), the
elements of pi1(RB,II) can be indexed by the conjugacy classes (n↑, n↓) ∼= (n↑, n↓) + Z(2,−2)
where n↑ and n↓ are both integers. In Fig. 8.1 a unique value of (n↑, n↓) is indicated for
each conjugacy class. Another way to index pi1(RB,II) is by the following conjugacy classes:
(nθ, nα)+Z(0, 2), where nθ and nα are equal to (n↑+n↓)/2 and (−n↑+n↓)/2 respectively and
are either both integral or both half integral. Due to the conjugacy relation nα is defined
only modulo 2. Thus, for the B phase with SO(3) spin symmetry, vortices are indexed
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in same way as in Sec. 8.1, with the additional proviso that a 4pi winding of the α field is
topologically trivial and can be smoothly deformed to the trivial configuration (see Fig. 8.1).
8.3 Vortex and point topological defects of the A
phase with SO(3) spin symmetry
Lastly, we consider the topological defects of the A phase, assuming SO(3) spin symmetry.
In this case we choose ψA of Eq. (8.1) as the reference state. To generate an arbitrary
element of RA we again apply a general element (θ,U) ∈ R× SU(2)spin, in this case to ψA:
(θ, U) ◦ψA = eiθ U ψA U t (8.11)
U = eiααˆ·σ/2.
To determine the isotropy subgroup H, we first consider H0, i.e., the connected subgroup of
H. As d points along the z-axis, the subgroup H0 is the set of group elements of the form
(0, exp(iασz/2)) such that α ∈ [0, 4pi) i.e. are rotations about the z-axis. We now consider the
full structure of H. In addition to group elements in H0, the other elements of H are rotations
by ±pi about any axis in the x-y plane combined with pi+2pin gauge translations, where n is
an integer. These group elements can be expressed as (pi+ 2pin, iσy) ◦ (0, exp(iασz/2)). The
ability to express such group elements in this way is related to the fact that the elements
h ∈ H can be partitioned into conjugacy classes of the subgroup H0. Each conjugacy class
hn can be indexed by a unique representative element hn ∈ H as
hn = (pi, iσy)
n, n ∈ Z, (8.12)
hn =
{
(pi, iσy)
n ◦ (0, eiασz/2)}
α∈[0,4pi) . (8.13)
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This choice of representative elements makes it clear that the conjugacy classes form a group4
isomorphic to the integers, so that H/H0 ∼= Z. As pi1(RA) ∼= H/H0, the topologically stable
line defects of the A phase are indexed by Z. Equivalently, we can describe the elements
of pi1(RA) via the conjugacy classes (nθ, nα)n = (n/2, n/2) + Z(0, 1) where nθ and nα are
both integers or both half integers. Importantly, in the present case, an application of a 2pi
spin rotation to the superconducting order is topologically trivial. Thus, the numbers nα
are defined only modulo 1 and are not independent of nθ. Even though the structure of the
fundamental group is isomorphic to Z, in contrast to conventional superconductors HQV’s
are now topologically stable, and correspond, in bulk systems, to vortices which generate a
net flux of nθΦ0. Interestingly, the merging of any two half integer vortices results in a vortex
that is topologically equivalent to a conventional integer vortex, i.e., results in a vortex that
can be transformed, via local continuous deformations of the superconducting order, into a
vortex with trivial spin structure. Also, as H0 ∼= S1, stable point-defects exist, that are also
indexed by the group pi2(RA) ∼= Z. An example for n = 1 is the “hedgehog” configuration,
for which dˆ = rˆ, where rˆ is the radial unit vector.
4As H0 is generically a normal subgroup of H, the conjugacy classes of H/H0 form a group (see Ref. [53]).
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Chapter 9
Role of spin-orbit symmetry breaking
In the previous chapter we established that for layered ESP superconductors, half quantum
vortices are topologically stable in either the A or the B phase, assuming SO(3) spin rotation
symmetry, as well as in the case of the B phase, assuming SO(2)z spin rotation symmetry.
We now study the form of the “spin-orbit” coupling that breaks the spin rotation symmetry.
Such symmetry breaking in superfluid 3He arises from the dipole interaction between 3He
atoms, whereas in Sr2RuO4 and other triplet superconductors such symmetry breaking can
arise from both single-particle effects and from electron-electron interactions.
We first consider the case of SO(2)z symmetry breaking. In the case of D4h tetragonal
symmetry, SO(2)z spin transformations mix states of Γ
−
1 and Γ
−
2 symmetry as well as mixing
states of Γ−3 and Γ
−
4 symmetry. As such states are generically not degenerate, there can exist
a symmetry-allowed potential term in the free-energy density of the form
fpot,SO =
1
2
ESO sin
2 α. (9.1)
As, up to a global gauge transformation, a spin rotation through pi degrees returns a state
to its original configuration, the spin orbit potential term fpot,SO must be pi periodic in α.
In this thesis we consider only the fundamental harmonic.
We now study how such a term is related to a “spin-orbit” length LSO, which has the
feature that on lengthscales shorter than LSO, effective spin symmetry is restored, whereas
for lengthscales larger than LSO, the spin degrees of freedom become “locked” to the orbital
degrees of freedom which are themselves locked to the crystal lattice. If we also assume that
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variations in the superconducting order only occur along in-plane directions, the gradient
terms of the London-limit free-energy density take an especially simple form [11, 14]:
F [θ, α,A,H ] =
1
2
∫
SC
d3r
{|∇θ −A|2 + ρ|∇α|2 + ESO sin2 α}+ 1
2
∫
d3r|∇×A−H|2,
(9.2)
where we have employed the unit conventions defined in Chapter 2. The parameter ρ is
the ratio of the spin superfluid density to the charge superfluid density (i.e., ρsp/ρs), and
quantifies the ratio of the kinetic energy of spin and charge currents of the same velocity [42].
A variational argument indicates that generically, ρ is less than unity [41]. However, the
experimentally realized value for Sr2RuO4 is not yet known.
By comparing the coefficients of the |∇α|2 and sin2 α terms, we see that LSO = (ρ/ESO)1/2
defines a characteristic lengthscale for variations in the α field. For volumes that have charac-
teristic lengths short compared to LSO, the gradient energies dominate the potential energy,
and the free energy can be regarded as being effectively rotationally invariant. Conversely,
for large volumes, the potential term dominates.
So far in this section we have been considering the case of SO(2)z spin symmetry. We
now consider the case of SO(3) spin symmetry. The construction of a potential term that
breaks the spin symmetry can be treated similarly to the case of SO(2)z symmetry. We
first note that a generic SO(3) rotation Rθ can be decomposed, in terms of Euler angles,
into a sequence of three rotations: RφzˆRαyˆRζzˆ. If we assume that there is a residual SO(2)z
spin symmetry, the free energy potential term cannot depend upon φ or ζ. This term then
reduces to that of Eq. (9.2); however in the case of SO(3) spin symmetry the energy scale
ESO is expected to be larger, and the corrsponding lengthscales are expected to be shorter
than the case of SO(2)z spin symmetry. In the following section we describe an experimental
estimate of the energy scale for SO(3) spin symmetry breaking.
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9.1 Experimental estimate of the strength of SO(3)
symmetry breaking
An estimate of the energy scale for the SO(3) symmetry breaking in unitary ESP supercon-
ductors can be made from experiments that measure the spin susceptibility in the super-
conducting state. This is because, in unitary ESP superconductors, the spin susceptibility
along the ESP axis is essentially equal to the normal-state spin susceptibility, whereas it is
reduced in the direction(s) in which the d-vector points. Thus, if a magnetic field can be
made to penetrate the bulk of the sample (e.g., if the field is above the first critical field for
a given sample geometry or if a probe is sensitive to volumes within a penetration depth of
the surface), and if the magnetic field points along the d-vector, then the superconducting
order has an energetic choice: It can either remain in the same state, or it can have the
d-vector rotated away from its preferred direction, costing spin-orbit energy but saving en-
ergy by allowing the spins to polarize. Thus, the spin-orbit energy can be estimated by the
magnetic field Hunlock at which the d vector would unlock from the direction preferred by
the spin-orbit energy, which allows the spins to more fully polarize, i.e.,
ESO ∼ χSH2unlock. (9.3)
Here, χS is the normal state spin susceptibility. For Sr2RuO4, χS is of order 10
−3 emu/mole
and is isotropic to within 5% at low temperatures [50].
Below the unlocking field, the z-axis spin susceptibility is expected to be reduced for the
A phase, whereas for the B phase the in-plane spin susceptibility is expected to be reduced.
Knight-shift measurements of the spin-susceptibility show no reduction of this susceptibility
in the superconducting state, for either in-plane or z-axis directions. Thus, the pairing
symmetry cannot be simply determined from such spin-susceptibility measurements. To
date, the lowest magnetic fields at which Knight shift experiments have been reported are
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550 Oe for in-plane field directions [55] and 200 Oe for the z-axis field direction [56]. Using
the estimate
LSO
ξ0
∼
(
H2c
χSH2unlock
)1/2
, (9.4)
along with the experimentally determined coherence length ξ0 and thermodynamic critical
field Hc appropriate for Sr2RuO4[49], the SO(3) spin-orbit length LSO for Sr2RuO4 at low
temperatures can be estimated to be greater than approximately 30 ξ0 = 2µm.
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Chapter 10
Stability of half quantum vortices:
Effects of sample geometry
For ESP superconductors, in which the current carriers are electrically charged, individual
HQVs have a prohibitive energy cost, relative to conventional vortices, even if the spin-orbit
coupling were neglected. This energy cost is due to the fact that charge currents, which are
features of both HQVs and conventional vortices, decay in strength exponentially, away from
the vortex core, on a lengthscale set by the penetration depth λ. In contrast, spin currents,
which are featured by HQVs, go unscreened and decay in strength only algebraically as 1/r,
where r is the distance away from the vortex core. Because of this, relative to conventional
integer vortices, HQVs have an energy cost that grows logarithmically with the system size.1
Although isolated HQV have a prohibitive energy cost in bulk systems, it is possible that
they would be stable in “mesoscopic” samples, i.e., samples with linear size comparable
to λ [11].
We now consider the effects a mesoscopic sample having a multiply connected geometry.
A multiply connected geometry (such as an annular geometry) is useful, both theoretically
and experimentally, in the study of topological line defects because such a geometry yields
a discrete family of states, in which the order parameter winds around the annulus as it
would around a vortex core. (When we seek to distinguish this discrete family of low energy
states from bulk vortex states we will use the term “fluxoid state,” however for simplicity
we will often refer to them as vortices or as vortex states.) Thus, these fluxoid states are
1As the contribution from the spin-orbit energy is positive-definite for HQVs, whereas it is zero for
conventional integer vortices, the inclusion of the spin-orbit potential energy can only make HQVs more
unstable. In fact, if one does include the spin-orbit potential energy, for lengthscales larger than LSO the
energy cost of an HQV relative to an integer vortex would grow linearly with the system size.
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indexed by the elements of the first homotopy group pi1(R) of the order parameter coset
space R, just as vortices are, but have a number of advantages over conventional vortices.
One such advantage is that fluxoid states are often lower in energy and are stabilized at
lower applied fields compared to vortices that pass through the bulk of the sample. Thus,
they can potentially be studied independently of bulk vortices, i.e., they can be studied in a
parameter regime where bulk vortices are thermodynamically unstable. Another advantage
of fluxoid states it that they evades complications that would arise from additional degrees of
freedom associated with the core of a vortex passing through the bulk of the superconductor.
In the next section we consider the energetics of fluxoid states in the following two
geometries: (i) An infinitely long, hollow cylinder of radius R and wall thickness d, as
considered in Ref. [11]. The wall thickness d is assumed to be small compared to R and λ,
where λ is the penetration depth.2 (ii) An annulus of radius R and cross sectional diameter
d. Again, d is assumed to be small compared to R and λ.
The free energy that we shall employ in our analysis is that of Eq. (9.2), with the spin-
orbit potential term neglected. This free energy only directly applies to the case of B-phase
pairing with SO(2)z spin symmetry. However, it also applies in the form of a variational
estimate to the cases of SO(3) spin symmetry and either A or B pairing; the variational
assumption being the requirement that the ESP axis points in a single, in-plane direction
throughout the superconducting sample. Relaxing this variational assumption can only
decrease the energy of the HQVs and integer vortices, and since HQVs feature spin currents
while integer vortices do not, it is natural to assume that this decrease would be larger for
HQVs than for integer vortices.
2The generalization to arbitrary values of the ratios d/λ and R/λ, and also for the case of a constriction
is studied in [74].
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10.1 Energetic stability of an half quantum vortex:
Hollow, thin-walled, infinitely long cylinder
sample geometry
We begin our analysis of the energetical stability of HQVs with the case, considered in
Ref. [11], of a hollow cylinder of radiusR and wall thickness d, where the height of the cylinder
is assumed to be infinite and d R, λ. The free energy is constructed using Eq. (9.2), and
we neglect the spin-orbit potential term. For clarity, we restore the parameter λ, which is
unity in our system of units. The free energy depends on the parameters (φH , φM , nθ, nα)
which are defined as follows:
φH =
piR2H
Φ0
, (10.1)
φM =
2piRAφ(R)
Φ0
− φH , (10.2)
nθ =
1
2pi
∮
dθ, (10.3)
nα =
1
2pi
∮
dα. (10.4)
Here, Aφ(R) is the φˆ component of A, evaluated at radial distace R. The fluxes φH and
φM respectively characterize the external and induced magnetic flux through the cylinder.
The vortex parameters nθ and nα are defined for contours that once circle the central hole
of the cylinder and, as they index the elements of pi1(R), characterize the fluxoid state of
the superconducting order (see Fig. 10.1). Expressed in terms of these parameters, the free
energy of Eq. (9.2) takes the form
2pid
R
[
1
2
(nθ − φH − φM)2 + 1
2
ρ nα +
1
2
β−1cyl φ
2
M
]
. (10.5)
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The parameter βcly is expressed in terms of the geometrical factors as
βcyl = Rd/2λ
2. (10.6)
The value of φM is determined by the stationary condition δF/δφM = 0, which yields the
value
φM =
1
1 + β−1
(nθ − φH). (10.7)
Substituting this value for φM back into the free energy, the free energy (up to a constant
term) reduces to
F [nθ, nα, φH ] =
2pid
R
[
1
2(1 + β)
(nθ − φH)2 + 1
2
ρ n2α
]
. (10.8)
For φH = 1/2, the integer vortex states (nθ, nα) = (0, 0) and (1, 0) are energy-degenerate,
whereas the half quantum vortex states (nθ, nα) = (1/2, 1/2) can be either metastable or the
globally stable equilibrium state. The condition for an HQV at φH = 1/2 to be the globally
stable equilibrium state (i.e., the state with the lowest free energy) is given by
ρ < (1 + β)−1. (10.9)
Thus HQV stability occurs for smaller values of β. This requires that both R and d be small,
or at most comparable to λ. We note that although λ increases with increasing temperature,
ρ is also temperature dependent, tending to unity as T → Tc [42].
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Figure 10.1: HQV stability for various choices of radius R, sample thickness d, and ratio ρ
of the spin superfluid density to charge superfluid density. The penetration depth λ sets the
unit length scale. The darker purple regions indicate parameter ranges for which HQVs are
stable for the case of an hollow, infinitely long cylinder. The lighter blue regions corresponds
to the case of an annulus. In the regions for which R is comparable to d, the approximations
break down; and are shaded gray.
10.2 Energetic stability of an half quantum vortex:
Annular sample geometry
We now consider the case of an annular sample of radius R and cross-sectional diameter d.
This case is similar to the cylindrical one, but allows for finite height effects; as such, the
annular case is expected to match more closely the geometry of the experiments reported in
Ref. [30]. The essential difference with the cylindrical case involves the modification of the
expression for the self inductance. Defining AM = A− (H × r/2), the self inductance term
of Eq. (9.2) can be expressed as
1
2
∫
d3rλ2|∇×AM |2 = 1
2
∫
d3rAM J , (10.10)
where the above equality can be demonstrated by an integration by parts and the use of the
following relation:
J(r) = −λ2∇×∇×AM(r). (10.11)
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In the thin ring limit (i.e., d R, λ) one may approximate AM(r) interior to the supercon-
ducting annulus as constant and equal to its value evaluated at a radius R, AMφ (R)φˆ, which
allows the self inductance to be approximated as
1
2
∫
d3rAM J ≈ piRAMφ (R) I. (10.12)
Here, AMφ (R) is the φˆ component of AM , evaluated inside the annulus, and I is the super-
current in the ring. AMφ (R) can be expressed in terms of I by inverting Eq. (10.11), and has
a simple form in the limit d R as derived in Ref. [40], Sec. 34:
AMφ (R) ≈
I
2piλ2
ln
16R
e2d
. (10.13)
By using this result, the free energy in the annular case can be put into a form identical to
Eq. (10.8), except that βcyl is replaced by its annulus counterpart βann, which is given by
βann =
d2
8λ2
ln
16R
e2d
. (10.14)
We thus see that for a finite height annulus, βann grows only logarithmically with R. Thus,
for fixed ρ and d/λ, the range of R/λ over which HQVs are energetically stable is significantly
larger in the case of an annulus than for the case of an hollow, thin-walled, infinitely long
cylinder (see Fig. 10.1).
In this and the previous chapter we have studied the existence and stability of HQVs
theoretically. In the following chapter we review experiments that suggest HQVs can be
stabilized in mesoscopic annular rings of Sr2RuO4.
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Chapter 11
Half-height magnetization steps in
Sr2RuO4: Evidence for half quantum
vortices?
In the previous sections we have studied the general structure, existence, and stability of
HQVs for various pairing symmetries and sample geometries. We now describe recent can-
tilever magnetometry measurements of mesoscopic samples of Sr2RuO4. The central results
are as follows: For micrometer sized annulus-shaped samples, transitions between integer
fluxoid states were observed, as was a regime of half integer transitions. Such half integer
transitions are characterized by a change in the magnetization of the superconducting sam-
ples that is half the change in magnetization that occurred for transitions between integer
fluxoid states.
In the following sections we first review, in Sec. 11.1, the cantilever torque magnetometry
technique, which was used to make these measurements. Next, we present the theoretical
expectations of the London-limit free energy of Eq. (9.2), appropriate for the ring shaped
sample geometries of the experiments of the Budakian group [30], allowing for conventional
integer fluxoid states as well as half integer fluxoid states. Then, in Sec. 11.2, and subsections
thereof, we highlight the key experimental observations and describe a Gibbs free energy
that captures the main features of the observations. Next, in Sec. 11.3, we compare the
main features of the observations with the HQV scenario and a wall vortex scenario. We
argue that the HQV scenario is more consistent with the experimental observations than
the wall vortex scenario. Finally, in Sec. 11.4, we propose an extension of the cantilever
magnetometry technique that can more stringently distinguish between these two scenarios.
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Figure 11.1: Image of a cantilever with attached annular Sr2RuO4 particle. Yellow arrow
indicate directions parallel to the x′ and z′ axes (see Fig. 11.2). The inset shows a magnified
image of the superconducting particle. From Jang et al. [30].
11.1 Cantilever torque magnetometry
In this section we will briefly review the cantilever torque magnetometry technique. The
basic goal of the cantilever torque magnetometry is to measure the magnetic moment of a
sample, such as a superconductor, by attaching it to the end of a cantilever (see Fig. 11.1).
As the cantilever bends, the attached superconducting particle undergoes a rigid rotation of
angle θ around an axis that points in the θˆ direction (see Fig. 11.2). The angle θ is used to
characterize the amplitude of the lowest-frequency mode of elastic vibration of the cantilever.
All other modes of the cantilever are neglected. It is useful to employ two coordinate systems
in description of the cantilever torque magnetometry technique: a “stationary” coordinate
system that is fixed in the frame of the laboratory for which we shall employ “primed”
notation, and an unprimed “rotating” coordinate system that is fixed relative to the su-
perconductor’s crystal axes and thus rigidly rotates with the sample (see Fig. 11.2). In
the present section we assume a spatially uniform magnetic field is applied to the sample.
In the rotating coordinate system the spatially uniform applied magnetic field has compo-
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Figure 11.2: Schematic depiction of a cantilever and attached annular Sr2RuO4 particle
(see Fig. 11.1), along with and related coordinate systems. As the cantilever undergoes
elastic deformation, the superconducting sample rigidly rotates by an angle θ about an
axis that points in the θˆ direction. In this schematic depiction, the magnitude of θ is
greatly exaggerated. The primed coordinate system is defined to be fixed in the frame
of the laboratory. The unit directions (xˆ′, yˆ′, zˆ′)] are indicated. The x′ axis is defined to
be parallel to the direction of the undeformed cantilever, and the z′ axis is defined to be
perpendicular to both the axis of rotation and the x′ axis. The origin of the primed coordinate
system is defined to be coincident with the centroid of the annular sample when θ = 0, i.e.,
when the cantilever is undeformed. The unprimed coordinate system is fixed relative to the
superconductor’s crystal axes and rigidly rotates with the sample. For θ = 0 the primed and
unprimed coordinates systems coincide. A spatially uniform magnetic field (indicated by
red field lines) is depicted as being applied to the sample along the zˆ’ axis and thus has the
components (0, 0, H ′z) in the stationary coordinate system. In the rotating coordinate system
the applied magnetic field has components (Hx, Hy, Hz). These components are related via
Hi = R
−θ
ij H
′
j where R
θ is a rotation matrix.
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nents (Hx, Hy, Hz), while in the stationary coordinate system the applied magnetic field has
components (H ′x, H
′
y, H
′
z). These components are related via Hi = R
−θ
ij H
′
j where R
θ is a
rotation matrix, which acts to reorient the applied magnetic field (see Fig. 11.2).
We assume that the dynamics of the superconductor are sufficiently fast compared to
the frequency of the cantilever (∼ 10 kHz in Refs. [30, 29]) that the superconducting de-
grees of freedom adjust adiabatically to the value of the spatially uniform applied magnetic
field in the rotating reference frame of the superconductor. Thus, the free energy of the
superconductor FSC(H) = FSC(R
−θH ′) depends upon the angle θ via the dependence of
H on θ. Accordingly, the cantilever will be subject to a y-axis torque, τSC, arising from the
superconductor, given by
τSC = −∂FSC
∂θ
= µi(H)
∂Hi
∂θ
= yˆ · (µ×H), (11.1)
where the repeated index i is summed over, and µ, the magnetic moment of the supercon-
ductor, is defined via
µi(H) := − ∂F
∂Hi
(H), (11.2)
and for later convenience we also introduce the magnetic susceptibility tensor, given by
χij(H) := − ∂
2F
∂Hi∂Hj
(H). (11.3)
In addition to the temporally static and spatially uniform applied magnetic field, a tem-
porally oscillating and spatially uniform magnetic field is also applied to the sample. This
oscillatory field is frequency-locked to the cantilever motion. Thus, in the rotating frame of
the superconductor the applied applied magnetic is of the form H = H¯ + δH , where H¯ is
static in time, and the contribution δH is oscillatory in time. (In subsequent sections the
overbar notation will often be suppressed). The components of the temporally static applied
magnetic field are equal in the stationary and rotating frames. The oscillatory field δH in
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the rotating frame has two contributions: one that originates from rotations of the supercon-
ducting sample, and one that originates from the applied temporally oscillating field. If the
temporally static and temporally oscillating magnetic fields have roughly equal magnitude
in the stationary frame, then in the rotating frame the contribution to δH from applied
temporally oscillating field is roughly a factor of 1/θmax larger than the contribution from
the effect of rotations, where θmax characterizes the maximum amplitude of the rotations.
In the experiments reported in Ref. [30, 29] θmax is typically 10−3. Expanding in the small
parameter δH the torque on the cantilever due to the superconductor is of the form
τSC = yˆi
(
ijkµj(H¯)H¯k +
(
ijkµj(H¯) + ij`χjk(H¯)H¯`
)
δHk + · · ·
)
(11.4)
where repeated indices i, j, k, . . . are summed over. As, in the experiments, δH is frequency-
locked to the cantilever, the time Fourier transform of δH is given by
δH(ω) = δHmaxeiφ
θ(ω)
θmax
, (11.5)
where φ is the relative phase shift between the motion of the cantilever and the oscillating
fields (for simplicity we have assume each components of the applied field has the same
relative phase shift). By altering experimentally the relative phase shift φ, the torque due
to the superconductor can shift either the resonance frequency or dissipation at resonance
of the cantilever motion. If we assume for definiteness that the relative phase shift φ is
experimentally fixed to be zero, then the torque due to the cantilever shifts the resonance
frequency of the cantilever with the change in this frequency (in the low dissipation limit)
being given by
δω =
1
2Iω0θmax
yˆiijk
(
µj(H¯) + ij`χjk(H¯)H¯`
)
δHmaxk (11.6)
where I is the effective moment of inertia and ω0 is the resonance frequency of the cantilever
in the absence of the torque due to the superconductor. The parameters θmax, δHmax, and
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ω0 in the experiment of Ref. [30, 29] are typically of order 10
−3, 1 Oe, and 10 kHz. This
magnetometry scheme allows for the detection of magnetic moments with a sensitivity of
7× 10−16 emu = 8× 104 µB for a 1 s signal integration time [29]. (Note: µB is the magnetic
moment of a single electron.)
11.2 Experiments of the Budakian group: Theoretical
expectations and experimental results
In the previous section of this chapter we reviewed the cantilever torque magnetometry tech-
nique that allows for the detection of the magnetic moment of a magnetically active sample
attached to the end of a cantilever. In the experiments of Ref. [30, 29], this technique was
applied to micron-sized superconducting samples of Sr2RuO4 that were shaped by a gallium
focused ion beam into annuli. In the present section we present the theoretical expectations
for the magnetic response of the superconducting particle based upon the London-limit free
energy of Eq. (9.2), allowing for conventional integer as well as half integer fluxoid states of
the annular ring.
As discussed in Chapter 10, an annular, ring-shaped, sample geometry yields a discrete
family of “fluxoid” states in which the superconducting order parameter winds around the
annulus as it would around a vortex core, and as such this family of fluxoid states are thus
indexed by the elements of the first homotopy group pi1(R) of the order parameter coset
space R. In the case of conventional superconductivity, pi1(R) (i.e. fluxoid states) are
indexed by integers. As discussed in Sec. 8, in cases where HQVs can exist, fluxoid states
are indexed by two numbers (nθ, nα), which are either both integer or both half integer (see
Fig. 8.1). When the superconducting order is in the London regime, the magnitude of the
superconuducting order parameter is not strongly influenced by either the applied magnetic
field or the fluxoid state of the ring. In this regime, Eq. (9.2) becomes a good approximation
for the free energy of the sample. Because of the linearity of Eq. (9.2) in θ and A, the free
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energy is generically of the form
F (nθ, nα,H) =
1
2
∆µz ∆Hz n
2
θ −∆µz nθHz + Espin(nα)−
1
2
HiχijHj (11.7)
(with summation implied over the indices i, j = 1, 2, 3). The magnetic moment of the annular
superconductor can be derived from F via
µ = − ∂F
∂Hi
= ∆µz zˆnθ + χH . (11.8)
In these equations ∆µz, ∆Hz and χ are parameters that are determined, in part, by the
geometry of the sample. When the state of the superconductivity changes its value of
nθ by unity, the magnetic moment of the ring shaped superconductor changes by ∆µz zˆ;
for simplicity we assume that this change in moment is along the z-axis. In the limit
that LSO  R (where R is the radius of the sample and LSO is the spin orbit length, see
Chapter 9), the free energy is also linear in α, and Espin(nα) is equal to
1
2
∆µz∆Hz(1+β)ρ n
2
α;
more generally ESO is zero for nα = 0 and positive definite for |nα| > 0.
Considering only the conventional integer fluxoid states for which nα is zero, the free
energy of Eq. (11.7) has the form F (nθ, Hz) = E0(nθ −Hz/∆Hz)2, where we have neglected
a term independent of nθ. Thus, considering only the integer fluxoid states, Eq. (11.7)
predicts the equilibrium value of nθ will grow in a stepwise manor with increasing applied
field Hz, with the steps in nθ occurring with the period ∆Hz. We assume for simplicity
that the susceptibility tensor χ is diagonal in the frame of the particle. Then, with these
assumptions, and assuming the applied magnetic field is temporally modulated in the in-
plane x direction, the change in resonant frequency δω of the cantilever [Eq. (11.6)], is
predicted to be proportionally
δω ∝ ∆µznθ + (χzz − χxx)Hx. (11.9)
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Figure 11.3: Measured z-axis component of the equilibrium magnetic moment µz of the
Sr2RuO4 sample shown in Fig. 11.1, plotted as a function of the static applied z-axis magnetic
field Hz at T = 0.45 K. The in-plane applied magnetic field Hx is fixed to be zero. From
Jang et al. [30].
Due to the large anisotropy factor of the magnetic response of the superconductor Sr2RuO4,
the quantity χ := (χzz − χxx) can be approximated as χzz. Thus, when the applied field
is modulated in the in-plane x direction, the change in frequency δω effectively measures
the essential physical quantity µz(H). In the next three subsections we highlight the key
experimental observations and describe a Gibbs free energy that captures the main features
of these observations.
11.2.1 Integer fluxoid states
In this subsection we discuss the initial observations of the Budakian group reported in
Ref. [30]. For a static applied magnetic field with zero in-plane component and varying
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~Figure 11.4: Measured in-plane magnetic moment µ˜x (with the linear low-field Meissner
response subtracted) as a function of static applied in-plane field Hx, obtained for the sample
shown in Fig. 11.1. The Meissner response has been subtracted to more clearly reveal the
steps in the in-plane moment indicated by red arrows. The data was obtained for zero z-axis
static applied field and for T = 0.5 K. From Jang et al. [30] Supplemental Online Material.
z-axis component Hz, the equilibrium magnetic moment µz of annular rings of Sr2RuO4
exhibits periodic steps of nearly constant magnitude ∆µz and period ∆Hz, together with a
component of the magnetization that varies linearly with Hz (see Fig. 11.3 and Ref. [30]).
Theoretical estimates for ∆Hz and ∆µz, obtained from the case of a hollow superconducting
cylinder [3, 74], are in reasonable agreement with the observed values [30]. Thus, the observed
periodic events can reasonably be ascribed to equilibrium transitions between distinct integer
fluxoid states of the annular particle. However, importantly, the pre sence of an in-plane
magnetic field Hx brings two new features. We discuss these features in turn in the next two
subsections.
11.2.2 In-plane wall vortex
For an static applied magnetic field with zero z-axis component (Hz = 0), and varying
in-plane component Hx, the in-plane magnetic response of the sample µx (which can be
probed by oscillating the z-axis component of the applied magnetic field) varies continuously
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for Hx < 250 Oe. At 250 Oe, a step in the in-plane magnetic moment, of magnitude ≈
2× 10−14 emu is observed (see Fig. 11.4 and Ref. [30] Supplemental Online Material). As is
discussed in the subsequent paragraphs, both the magnitude of the step and the value of Hx
at which it occurs are consistent with those expected for the critical field Hc1||ab, and change
in moment ∆µab of an in-plane wall vortex for the micron-sized sample shown in Fig. 11.1.
The energetics of equilibrium vortex penetration into the bulk of a superconductor is
dependent on the geometry of the sample. In particular, if the magnetic field is applied
parallel to the surface of a thin superconducting film, Hc1 (i.e., the field at which vortices
first penetrate) is increased above its bulk value [1]. This enhancement in Hc1 increases as
the penetration depth increases relative to the thickness of the film. Roughly speaking, this
is due to the fact that while the energy cost of the vortex core is nearly the same as in the
bulk case, in thinner films a vortex saves a smaller amount of magnetic energy when the
thickness of the film decreases. We now present a theoretical estimate for Hc1||ab and ∆µab
for the geometry similar to that of the particle shown in Fig. 11.1, namely a superconducting
box of height Lz, width Ly, and volume Ω. The applied magnetic field is assumed to be
directed along the x-axis.
For the Sr2RuO4 sample shown in Fig. 11.1, the longest dimension of the sample is ap-
proximately 1.8µm, which is nearly a factor of two smaller than the z-axis zero temperature
limit of the penetration depth λz(0) [49]; thus, we expect very little screening of Hx. For
an in-plane applied field it is therefore reasonable to adopt the Laplace limit of the London
free energy, i.e.,
F =
∫
SC
d3r
1
2
Γij(∇jθ − AHi )(∇iθ − AHj ), (11.10)
where AH is the vector potential of the external magnetic field only and does not include
a contribution from the magnetic field due to the superconductor, i.e., AH obeys ∇ ×
AH = H . To account for the anisotropy of Sr2RuO4, the tensor Γ is assumed to have
the form diag(1, 1, γ−2) with γ = 20 [49]. As discussed in Chapter 4, the phase field θ
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can be decomposed into a smooth, single-valued part and a vortex part θv. The vortex part
satisfies ∇×∇θv = 2pinvzˆδ(y)δ(z), where nv ∈ {1, 0} indicates whether the vortex is present
or absent. Making F stationary with respect the smooth part of θ amounts to solving for
the London gauge version of AH and ∇θv, i.e., solving the bulk equations
Γij∇iAHj = 0, (11.11)
∇×AH = H , (11.12)
Γij∇i∇jθv = 0, (11.13)
∇×∇θv = 2pinvzˆδ(y)δ(z), (11.14)
(11.15)
for AH and θv, subject to the boundary conditions
niΓijAj = 0, (11.16)
niΓij∇jθv = 0, (11.17)
where the unit vector nˆ characterizes the boundary normal. The solutions to these equations
for the assumed rectangular box geometry are
AH = (0, 0, yHx) +
∞∑
n=1
4(−1)nLyHx
pi2γ(2n− 1)2 cosh (pi(2n− 1)γLz/2Ly) (11.18)
×
(
0, cos
(
pi(2n− 1)y
Ly
)
sinh
(
pi(2n− 1)γz
Ly
)
, γ sin
(
pi(2n− 1)y
Ly
)
cosh
(
pi(2n− 1)γz
Ly
))
,
θv =
∞∑
n=−∞
(−1)n arg
(
sin
(
piy
Ly
)
+ i sinh
(
piγ(z − nLz)
Ly
))
. (11.19)
Using these solutions for AH and θv, together with the assumption Ly  γLz, the free
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energy of Eq. (11.10) takes the form
F [nv, Hx] =
Lx
8piλ2z
(
Φ0
2pi
)2(
2piγ ln
(
Ly
piξab
)
n2v − nv
pi2L2y
Φ0
Hx
)
+O(H2x), (11.20)
in which, for convenience, we have restored Gaussian units. We have also omitted the
O(H2x) term that does not influence the value of Hc1||ab or ∆µx. The value of Hc1||ab
is determined by the condition that the nv = 0 and nv = 1 be energy-degenerate, i.e.,
F (0, Hc1||ab) = F (1, Hc1||ab). The jump in the x-axis moment at the transition is given by
∆µx = −∂2F/(∂nv∂Hx). Using this we arrive at the following expressions:
Hc1||ab =
2γΦ0
piL2y
ln
(
Ly
piξab
)
, (11.21)
∆µx =
Φ0LyΩ
32piLzλz
. (11.22)
Thus, for a sample having a box geometry and parameter values
(Ly, Lz,Ω, λc, ξab) = (1.8µm, 0.35µm, 0.45µm
3, 4.3µm, 90 nm) (11.23)
which approximate the geometry of the superconducting particle shown in Fig. 11.1, these
calculations yield Hc1||ab ≈ 150 Oe and ∆µx ≈ 4 × 10−14 emu, which is in reasonable agree-
ment with the observed values of Hc1||ab = 250 Oe and ∆µx = 2× 10−14 emu. We note that,
as expected for such mesoscopic geometries, the observed value of Hc1||ab for the sample
shown in Fig. 11.1 is much higher than the bulk value of Hc1||ab ≈ 8 Oe for Sr2RuO4 [82].
11.2.3 Half integer states
In this subsection we discuss the measurement of µz for an temporally static and spatially
uniform applied magnetic field having both non-zero in-plane, Hx, and z-axis, Hz, compo-
nents (see Fig. 11.5 and Ref. [30]). The experimental results focused on in the present section
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Figure 11.5: Evolution of µz(Hz) as a function of the static in-plane magnetic field Hx at
T = 0.6 K obtained for the sample shown in Fig. 11.1. The curves have been offset for
clarity by an amount proportional to Hx. The data was obtained by cooling the sample
through Tc with Hz = 0 and performing a cyclic Hz field sweep starting at H¯z = 0. At
this temperature, the zero-field cooled and field cooled data are nearly identical, indicating
that the equilibrium response is well-described by the zero-field cooled data. From Jang et
al. [30].
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are those that satisfy Hx < Hc1||ab, so that no in-plane vortices are expected to penetrate the
sample. Remarkably, for sufficiently large in-plane field, the step in the equilibrium mag-
netic moment ∆µz corresponding to the transition between the nθ = 0 and nθ = 1 states,
is observed to split into two half-height steps. Thus, in the range of fields between the two
half-height steps, the equilibrium state of the annulus has an observed z-axis moment of
the form ∆µznθ + χHz, where nθ is equal to 0.50 to within the statistical significance of
the experiment [30]. The statistical significance of the measured nθ varies with temperature
and across the varrious annuli for which the nθ = 0.50 state is observed, but is typically
of order 0.02 (see Ref. [30] and Supplemental Online Material). We shall refer to the state
of the superconductivity as being in the “half integer” (HI) state when the experimentally
determined value of |nθ| is consistent with 0.50. It was found that such HI states can be
stabilized for in-plane magnetic fields applied in directions rotated by 0, 35, 180 and 225
degrees with respect to the in-plane x′-axis. (Other in-plane directions were not studied).
Further, the growth in stability of the HI state did not change appreciably for any of these
in-plane directions.
Based on these measurements it seems reasonable to construct the following total Gibbs
free energy, which captures the main features of the observed magnetic response:
F (H , nθ) =
1
2
∆µz∆Hzn
2
θ −∆µznθHz −
1
2
H · χ ·H + EHI − µHI ·H , (11.24)
where nθ can be integral or half integral (i.e., half integral nθ correspond to HI states). To
account for the growth of the stability region of the HI states with in-plane field we have
included two terms that are only nonzero in HI states: one is −µHI · H, where µHI is a
magnetic moment that exists only in the HI state and points in the direction of the in-plane
field; the other is a field independent constant contribution EHI. We note that the value
of µHI that explains the growth in stability of the HI states is roughly 200 times smaller
than the magnitude of the in-plane magnetic moment ∆µx measured for the in-plane vortex
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discussed in the previous subsection. In the next section we discuss two scenarios which
potentially explain the observed HI states.
11.3 Scenarios for the half integer states
In this section we further compare the observed half integer (HI) states of mesoscopic rings
of Sr2RuO4 reported in Ref. [30], with the expectations of two scenarios: (i) a half quantum
vortex scenario; and (ii) a wall vortex scenario.1
We first discuss the HQV scenario. In the previous section, Sec. 11.2.3, we summarized
the observed fluxoid behavior of mesoscopic rings of Sr2RuO4 [30] in terms of the free energy
of Eq. (11.24). As expressed in Eq. (11.7), HQVs are expected to yield an free energy of
form similar to Eq. (11.24), differing only by the term −µHI ·H. Although the origin of this
in-plane moment in the half integer (HI) states is as yet unknown, recent work by Vakaryuk
and Leggett [75] finds that a kinematic spin polarization µkin can develop in the HQV state,
as a result of the velocity mismatch between the two superfluid spin components. Although
the theoretical expectation is that the magnitude of the kinematic spin polarization would
depend upon the distribution of both charge and spin currents, an estimate of the order of
magnitude of µkin agrees with the observed value of µHI [30]. Thus, the observed behavior
of the HI states can be understood qualitatively on the basis of existing theoretical models
of HQVs.
A final important point to make about the HQV interpretation of the HI state is that
µHI cannot depend solely on nα because it couples linearly to an applied field, and must
therefore be odd under time reversal, whereas nα is even under time reversal.
2 Thus, it is
1In Chapter 6 we noted that two perpendicular domain walls crossing the annulus can also result in
half fluxoid behavior. However there are a number of reasons why the HI state, discussed in Sec. 11.2.3, is
unlikely to correspond to such a domain wall configuration. For example, domain walls are expected to be
energetically costly and would thus be unlikely to be the equilibrium state of the annulus as the HI state
is observed to be. Also, we know of no reason why such a configuration of domain walls would have an
in-plane moment with properties consistent with µHI. For these reasons we do not consider it likely that
such a domain wall scenario explains the observed properties of the HI state, and will not consider it further.
2Ref. [74] also discusses these considerations
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natural to propose that µHI might, in addition to nα, depend on nθ and/or Hz. However,
µHI cannot depend solely only upon nθ and nα because nθ grows stepwise with the applied
magnetic field whereas µHI remains roughly constant (see Ref. [30] Supplemental Online
Material). For the same reason, µHI cannot depend solely only upon Hz and nα. µHI cannot
even depend linearly on the difference (nθ−Hz/∆Hz) (which is both odd under time reversal
and, on average, independent of Hz) because µHI would then be zero when nθ = Hz/∆Hz,
and the stability of the HI state increases when this condition is satisfied. Thus, if the HQV
scenario is correct, it is likely that µHI, in addition to nα, also depends on an additional
parameter that breaks time reversal symmetry that is distinct from nθ and Hz.
3
We now turn to the wall vortex scenario. We define a wall vortex (WV) state to be any
superconducting state in which a vortex penetrates through the volume of the sample (see,
e.g., Fig. 11.6). In general, a transition between a WV state and the nθ = 0 integer fluxoid
state corresponds to a change in the magnetic moment of the particle WV∆µ. Thus, to
interpret the HI state as a WV state, WV∆µ would have to be consistent with the observed
value of (∆µz/2)zˆ+µHI. For the particles in which the HI state is observed experimentally,
the local superconducting properties are not known in detail. Therefore, it is difficult to
constrain the possible forms of WV states. However, one can make the following general
observations:
(i) For the observed in-plane vortices that are stabilized for fields Hx ≥ 250Oe (see
Sec. 11.2.2), the magnitude of the in-plane component of WV∆µ is approximately 200
times larger than µHI. Thus, the HI state is not a simple generalization of the observed
in-plane WV state.
3It should be noted, of course, that there are many experimental probes that detect signatures of
spontaneously broken time reversal symmetry that are coincident with the superconducting transition of
Sr2RuO4 [48, 32, 80]. Perhaps, the observation that µHI has the same order of magnitude as a spin polariza-
tion effect, indicates that µHI results from a non-unitary spin polarization in the superconducting state that
is enhanced by the HQV. Such ideas are difficult to test with the current experimental technique because
the currently employed cantilever torque magnetometry technique only directly detects magnetic moments
that rotate rigidly with the cantilever.
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Figure 11.6: Schematic depiction of an integer wall-vortex penetrating the volume of an
annular superconductor. A cross section through the annulus is shown. For emphasis the
hollow central region is shaded in light blue and is outlined with dashed lines. The sample
does not have perfect axial symmetry. The vortex line penetrates through one wall of the
annulus and then “goes out through the hole.” In regions where the vortex passes through
the wall of the sample it is indicated in solid red. Where the vortex line intersects a surface
of the superconductor it turns into a dashed red “fluxoid line,” and continues outside the
superconductor. Contours within the superconductor that surround the fluxoid/vortex line
have nontrivial order parameter winding (e.g., nθ = 1). Contours that do not surround the
fluxoid/vortex line have trivial winding nθ = 0. Thus, for the situation indicated, the top
half of the annulus has winding nθ = 1 and the bottom half has winding nθ = 0. As the
annulus is not completely symmetric and the vortex is not positioned symmetrically between
the top and bottom surface, the z component of WV∆µ need not be ∆µz/2 (see Sec. 11.2.2
in text).
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(ii) The z-axis component of WV∆µ can be any fraction of ∆µz and is not generically
∆µz/2 (see Fig. 11.6). Thus, the occurrence in multiple samples of wall vortices hav-
ing robust half integer fluxoid behavior is unlikely (see Ref. [30] Supplemental Online
Material).
(iii) In general, the location/orientation of wall vortices should vary with the magnitude
and direction of the applied field. Hence, multiple fractional steps in the magnetic
moment are expected; these steps corresponding to transitions involving various WV
states/configurations (see Ref. [30]).
(iv) Given the geometric asymmetry of the samples of Ref. [30], the component WV∆µ along
the in-plane field is expected to vary strongly with the direction of the in-plane field.
Consequently, the stability region of the WV state is expected to be strongly affected
by the direction of the in-plane field. As previously noted in Sec. 11.2.3, however, the
stability region of the HI state is not strongly influenced by the direction of the in-plane
field (see also Ref. [30] Supplemental Online Material).
Given these considerations, we conclude that to formulate a wall vortex scenario that is
consistent with the observed properties of the HI state would require a rather finely tuned
set of assumptions, and thus seems unlikely.
11.4 Further test of half quantum vortex scenario
In the previous section we presented an analysis that suggested that the observations of
the half integer fluxoid state in mesoscopic annular rings of Sr2RuO4 can be understood, at
least at the qualitative level, on the basis of existing theoretical models of HQVs. We also
considered alternative scenarios based on wall vortices, which we concluded were unlikely
explanations of the experimental observations, but could not rule such scenarios out com-
pletely. Thus, further tests to establish that the HI states are due to HQVs are warranted.
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One possibility is to probe characteristics that are particular to the HQV states, such as
spin currents, or to design schemes that can detect [64, 20] the presence of nonabelian,
zero-energy, Majorana quasi-particles [36, 62, 26] bound to the HQV core.
In the final section of this chapter we propose a more straightforward generalization of
the current cantilever magnetometry technique, which would provide an independent test
of the HQV scenario. The proposal relies on the simple relationship between the change
in supercurrent density when the state of the superconductor makes a transition from the
nθ = 0 fluxoid state to the nθ = 1 state
(nθ=1)∆J(r), and the change in supercurrent density
when the state of the superconductor makes a transition from the nθ = 0 fluxoid state to
the nθ = 1/2 state
(nθ=1)∆J(r). [In this section we will generically use the (·)∆ notation
to denote the change in a quantity when the state of the superconductor changes from the
nθ = 0 fluxoid state to the state “(·)”]. In the linear London regime these changes in current
densities satisfy the following local equality:
(nθ=1/2)∆J(r) =
1
2
(nθ=1)
∆J(r). (11.25)
The cantilever torque magnetometry technique of Refs. [30, 29], described in Sec. 11.1, can
be employed to measure the change in the z-axis magnetic moment ∆µz that occurs when
the superconductor changes its fluxoid state.4 Neglecting effects due to spin polarization,
∆µz can be expressed in terms of the change in supercurrent density ∆J as
∆µz = zˆi
∫
d3r
1
2
ijk rj∆Jk(r). (11.26)
As ∆µz is linear in ∆J it follows from Eqs. (11.26) and (11.25) that
(nθ=1/2)∆µz =
(nθ=1)
∆µz/2.
Importantly, all higher order spatial moments of the supercurrent density J , i.e., µ
(2)
ij , µ
(3)
ijk, . . .,
are also linear in the current density. For example the next higher (second) order moment
4In using the notation of this section the ∆µz introduced in Eq. (11.7) is expressed as
(nθ=1)∆µz.
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is of the form
µ
(2)
ij =
∫
d3r
1
3
ik` rj rk J`(r). (11.27)
Thus, in the London regime, the spatial moments µ(n) of the supercurrent of every order
n, are predicted to have the relationship that the change (nθ=1/2)∆µ(n) that occurs for the
transition between the nθ = 0 integer fluxoid state and the nθ = 1/2 state will be half the
change (nθ=1)∆µ(n) for the nθ = 1 integer fluxoid state
(nθ=1/2)∆µ(n) =(nθ=1) ∆µ(n)/2. (11.28)
In contrast for wall vortex states, which have current vorticity within the walls of the sample,
the change WV∆J(r) is not generically half of (nθ=1)∆J(r). Thus even though WV∆µz may,
by chance, be nearly half (nθ=1)∆µz, such a simple “half” relation must be violated for some
higher orders moment. For example for a wall vortex state similar to the wall vortex state
of Fig. 11.6, because of the different fluxoid windings in the top and bottom halves of the
sample, the change WV∆µ
(2)
zz will certainly not be half of (nθ=1)∆µ
(2)
zz and, in fact, will likely
be many times larger.
We now describe an extension of the current cantilever torque magnetometry technique
that brings the potential to enable measurement of the higher-order moments of the super-
current density vector field J(r). The primary modification of the current technique is to
apply a spatially varying magnetic field to the sample. Assuming that the applied magnetic
field has spatial variations, in the stationary frame defined in Sec. 11.1 (see Fig. 11.2), such
a magnetic field can be represented in the form
H ′i(r
′) = H ′(1)i +H
′(2)
ij r
′
j + · · · . (11.29)
where H ′(n) are the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of H ′ around the point r′ = 0.
Due to the divergence free property of H (i.e., the absence of magnetic monopoles) not
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µLI(t)
Figure 11.7: Schematic depiction of the proposed extension of the current version of the
cantilever magnetometry technique. The extension is proposed to measure higher-order spa-
tial moments of the supercurrent density pattern. In the schematic, a magnetic nanoparticle
(red sphere with orange arrow) and line current I(t) generates an applied magnetic field (red
arrows) in the vicinity of the tip of a cantilever with large spatial gradients. The line current
is depicted to be oscillatory in time, with the current directed into (indicated by a cross)
and out of (indicated by a dot) the page. A cross section of the superconducting annulus is
shown in dark blue. The vector L connects the point of intersection of the x′-axis and the
axis of rotation with the origin of the stationary “primed” coordinates (See Fig. 11.2).
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all components of the coefficient tensors H ′(n) are independent, e.g., the tensor H ′(2) is
constrained to obey H ′(2)ii = 0. As in Sec. 11.1, quantities defined in the stationary frame
are given primes, while quantities defined in the rotating frame go unprimed (see Fig. 11.2).
The applied magnetic field in the rotating frame, H(r), can be expressed in terms of the
angle θ, the vector L (see Fig.11.7), and the applied field H ′(r′) in the stationary frame,
via
Hi(r) = R
−θ
ij H
′
j(R
θ(L+ r)−L). (11.30)
Similarly to the stationary frame, in the rotating frame we define H(n) to be the coefficients
of the Taylor expansion of H around the point r = 0,
Hi(r) ≡ H(1)i +H(2)ij rj + · · · . (11.31)
If the spatial variation of the applied magnetic field has only a uniform and linearly varying
term, then H(1) and H(2) are related to H ′(1) and H ′(2) via
H
(1)
i = R
−θ
ij H
′(1)
j +R
−θ
ij H
′(2)
jk (R
θ
k` − Ik`)L`, (11.32)
H
(2)
ij = R
−θ
ik H
′(2)
k` R
θ
`j. (11.33)
We now derive an expression for the torque on the cantilever due to the superconducting
particle. First, we note that the free energy of the superconductor depends upon the angle
θ, via the dependence of H(n) on θ.
FSC(θ) = FSC(H
1
i (θ), H
2
ij(θ), · · · ). (11.34)
The torque on the cantilever due to the superconductor is then of the form
τSC = −dFSC
dθ
= −∂FSC
∂H1i
∂
∂θ
H1i (θ)−
∂FSC
∂H2ij
∂
∂θ
H2ij(θ) + · · · , (11.35)
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which generalizes Eq. (11.4). Employing the thermodynamic relations,5
∂FSC
∂H
(1)
i
= µi
∂FSC
∂H2ij
= µ
(2)
ij , (11.36)
... ,
the torque can be expressed via the various orders of spatial moments of the supercurrent
density via
τSC = −µi ∂
∂θ
H1i (θ)− µ2ij
∂
∂θ
H2ij(θ) + · · · . (11.37)
Similarly to Sec. 11.1 we now express Hn and ∂H(n)/∂θ as the sum of a temporally constant
part and an oscillating part (in the rotating frame of the superconductor):
H(n) = H¯
(n)
+ δH(n), (11.38)
∂
∂θ
H(n)(θ) = ζ(n) + δζ(n), (11.39)
where the temporally oscillating parts δH(n) and δζ(n) can result from passive rotation
effects or can be generated dynamically using oscillating applied fields and/or applied field
gradients that are frequency locked to the oscillations of the cantilever. Using this notation
the change in resonance frequency of the cantilever is then proportionally
δω ∝
∑
n
µ(n)δζ(n) +
∑
nm
∂µ(n)
∂H(m)
δH(m), (11.40)
where for compactness we have suppressed the sum over tensor indices. We now derive
an expression for the change in resonance frequency when the superconductor changes its
5These relations can be employed to express µ(n) in terms of spatial moments of J(r) using
the following mnemonic: µ(n) = − ∂F
∂H (n)
= − ∫ d3r δf
δA
∂AH
∂H (n)
, where δf/δA = J and AHi (r) =
−ijkrj
(
1
2H
(1)
k +
1
3r`H
(2)
k` + · · ·
)
satisfies ∇×AH(r) = H(r).
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fluxoid state. In the London regime, due to the free energy having only a linear coupling
between nθ and H , a change in the fluxoid state of the superconductor affects a change
in resonance frequency of the cantilever only via changes in the various moments µ(n) in
the first summand of Eq. (3.11). In particular when the superconductor makes a transition
between the nθ = 0 fluxoid state to either the nθ = 1/2 or nθ = 1 fluxoid state the change
in resonance frequency of the cantilever is predicted to be in proportion to
∆ω ∝
∑
n
∆µ(n)δζ(n). (11.41)
Here ∆µ(n) are the changes in the nth order spatial moment of the current distribution,
which in the London regime, do not depend upon the applied field. Even though generating
an arbitrary, well-controlled δζ(n) represents quite an engineering challenge, it is important
to emphasize that due to the “half” relationship between the changes in the spatial moments
of the current distribution (nθ=1/2)∆µ(n) =(nθ=1) ∆µ(n)/2 [Eq. (11.27)] for all orders n, for
any constant configuration of δζ(n), the prediction of the HQV scenario is that the “halving”
relationship between the change in frequencies for the half integral (HI) and integer fluxoid
(IF) states remains
HI∆ω =IF ∆ω/2. (11.42)
Thus, by generating large temporally oscillating field gradients in the frame of the supercon-
ductor [e.g., by bringing the tip of the cantilever in close proximity to a magnetic nanoparticle
or temporally oscillating line current (see Fig. 11.7)] it would be possible to test the HQV
scenario in a stringent manner. This is because the relative ratios of the {δζ(n)} would
change as the position or orientation of cantilever tip is is translated or rotated relative to
the source of applied magnetic field gradient. In contrast, if the HI state corresponds to a
wall vortex of the type shown in Fig. 11.6 then HI∆µzz would be predicted to be many times
IF∆µzz. Then, as long as δζzz has a sufficiently large component, the halving relationship
between the frequency HI∆ω and IF∆ω would be violated, perhaps strongly.
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Chapter 12
Concluding remarks
In Part I of this thesis we analyzed the properties of unconventional superconductors in which
the superconducting state spontaneously breaks time-reversal symmetry and thus have the
potential to exhibit domain walls that separate regions of opposing order-parameter chirality.
By employing an extension of the well-known London limit of the superconducting state, we
have formulated an effective theory in terms of the topological variables that describe vortices
and domain walls of the order parameter. We have used this effective-theory formulation to
show that localized near a bend in a domain wall through an angle Θ, there is an associated
net magnetic flux ((Θ/pi) + n) Φ0 (for some integer n)—provided the system can be taken
to be rotationally invariant, crystallographically, about the z-axis. We have also shown that
this result for the flux near a domain-wall bend holds more generally. Neither the London
limit nor the regime of validity of the Ginzburg-Landau theory are required. Rather, it is
sufficient for the following condition to hold: within regions of maximal chirality the two
transformations, SO(2)z rotations and U(1) gauge transformations of the superconducting
order parameter, are degenerate transformations, in the sense that they have equivalent
impacts on the state of the superconducting order.
We have addressed the issue of the relaxation of the assumption of crystallographic
rotational invariance, and its replacement by discrete rotational invariance. In this situation
we have found that the result for the bend flux continues to hold, but only for specific values
of the bend angle, which are determined by the crystalline symmetry.
We have also sketched three candidate settings in which the interplay between chiral-
domain-wall geometry and magnetic flux discussed might be observable, e.g., in experiments
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using scanned probe magnetic imaging. We emphasize that the magnitude of the flux that
is associated with a bend in a domain wall is fixed by symmetry, and is independent of
the magnitude of the chiral-charge currents that are proposed to flow along the cores of
domain walls. Thus, it is perhaps useful to regard such “bend flux” as providing a robust
magnetic signature of domain walls, and hence the form of superconductivity that sponta-
neously breaks time-reversal symmetry. The analysis that we have presented may be of use
in determining the existence and distribution of domain walls in various superconducting
materials such as Sr2RuO4, and may thus be of use in resolving the question of whether
superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 does indeed spontaneously break time-reversal symmetry.
In Part II of the thesis we have analyzed half quantum vortex (HQV) structures in the
superconducting order parameter that can potentially exist in layered equal spin pairing
superconductors. First, we studied the theoretical existence and stability of HQVs, finding
that, in contrast to the case of bulk superfluid 3He, HQVs can exist for “B” phases (which
preserve time reversal symmetry) as well as for “A” phases (which break time reversal
symmetry). As the local structure of an HQV can be described as a vortex of a spin-
polarized p-wave superfluid (with electrons of the opposing spin being fully gapped), we
expect HQVs for either the A or B phase to have bound quasi-particle states (numbering
one per layer, but which may possibly hybridize) of the Majorana type. By analyzing the
special case of an annular geometry, we have also established a more optimistic constraint
on the geometries for which HQVs are potentially stabilized. Such analysis may be relevant
for studies of the stability of HQVs in networks of superconducting Sr2RuO4 wires, which—
due to recent advances in pulsed laser deposition growth of superconducting thin films of
Sr2RuO4 [37]—may prove possible to fabricate.
We have also reviewed experiments that have recently been performed by the Budakian
group on mesoscopic rings of Sr2RuO4 in which strong evidence for half integer fluxoid be-
havior was observed. Our theoretical analysis of such behavior focused on a comparison
between the HQV and a wall vortex scenario. Whereas the wall vortex scenario is difficult
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to constrain, we have argued that a fine-tuned set of assumptions is necessary to formulate
a wall vortex scenario that is consistent with the observed properties of the half integer
states, and thus a wall vortex scenario seems unlikely. In contrast, the robust halving of
the magnetization steps, observed in multiple samples and for wide ranges of temperature
and applied fields, follows naturally from the theoretical framework of HQVs. Although its
origin remains unknown, we noted that the small in-plane moment µHI that accompanies
the half integer state was found to be of the same order of magnitude as that expected of
the kinematic spin-polarization effect recently proposed by Vakaryuk [75]; alternatively we
discussed in Sec. 11.2.2 that in-plane wall vortices are theoretically expected, and experi-
mentally observed, to have in-plane moments 200 times as large as µHI.
In the final section of the thesis we have proposed an extension of the cantilever mag-
netometry technique that may enable the detection of higher-order spatial moments of the
charge current density, which would provide further tests of the HQV and wall vortex scenar-
ios. As in the experiments of the Budakian group an oscillating field of order 1 Oe generates a
detectable change in resonance frequency when the fluxoid state makes a transition, a reason-
able estimate is that a static field gradients of magnitude (1 Oe)/(1µm× θmax) ∼ 10 Oe/nm
(or an applied oscillating field gradient smaller by a factor of θmax) would be necessary to
detect higher order moments of the super current density.
Aside from their intrinsic interest, resolving the essential questions associated with the
superconducting state of Sr2RuO4 and determining whether it is possible to stabilize HQVs
in Sr2RuO4 would, inter alia, be valuable in assessing the utility of Sr2RuO4 for exhibit-
ing Majorana modes, nonabelian physics and, potentially, the robustness with respect to
decoherence that could prove useful for quantum information processing purposes.
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Appendix
A: Free energy of a translationally
invariant domain wall
In this appendix we use a variational approach to derive an estimate for the free energy
per unit length Edw of a translationally invariant domain wall, starting from the free energy
FEL (in the extended London limit), given in Eq. (4.22). (Similar calculations can be found
throughout the literature; see, e.g., Refs. [76, 69, 70, 67, 45, 4, 10].) As we discussed in Sec. 4,
FEL contains two contributions: one, fcore, due to the core energy of a domain wall, which
we estimate variationally; and the other, the London term, that describes both the kinetic
energy of supercurrents and the magnetic field energy. In order to express fcore compactly,
we define (α1, α2) = (γ, β), and thus fcore become
fcore =
1
2
∇a αiΥaibj∇bαj + 1
8L2
cos2 β, (.1)
Υaicj :=
1
4
Iab
 4 cos2 β 0
0 1− µ2 cos2 β − τ2
4

ij
− τ cos β
8
Mγ−(pi/4)ab
 4 0
0 1− 2µ

ij
+
µ sin 2β
4
EabEij, (.2)
where repeated indices {a, b, i, j} are summed from 1 to 2. The approach taken in this
appendix is to evaluate independently the two contributions to Eq. (4.22), expressing sep-
arately the variational estimate for the core energy per unit length Ecore and the London
energy per unit length EL, and then to add these contributions to determine Edw.
To derive the variational estimate, we make the following assumptions for the spatial
dependence of the γ and β fields transverse to the domain wall: we take γ to be constant
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and equal to Γ, and we take β(x) to be equal to β`(x) := 2 tan
−1 tanh(x/2`), where ` is a
variational parameter specifying the width of the domain wall. [To motivate the form β`, we
note that for (µ, τ) = (0, 0) and γ constant, the term fcore reduces to
1
8
|∇β|2 + L−2
8
cos2 β,
and this form has the property of being stationary at β`(x), provided ` = L.]
By using the variational assumptions for γ and β we obtain the following expressions
for Ecore, which depends upon ` and Γ as well as the angle φ [which specifies the direction
nˆ = (cosφ, sinφ) normal to the domain wall]:
Ecore(Γ, φ, `) =
1
`
(
`2
4L2
+
1
4
− µ
2
6
− τ
2
16
+
(pi µτ
16
− pi τ
32
)
cos(2(Γ− φ))
)
. (.3)
By minimizing Ecore with respect to `, we see that, in the extended London limit (for which
L tends to zero), the value of ` that makes Edw stationary, would also tend to zero, provided
the other energetic contribution, EL, does not force the stationary value of ` away from this
result. To see that indeed EL does not do this, using the same varriational assumptions for
γ and β we examine EL expressed as power series in ` to O(`0):
EL(Γ, φ, `) =
1
`
(
µ2
6
+
τ 2
32
− pi µτ
16
cos 2(Γ− φ) + τ
2
32
cos 4(Γ− φ) +O(`)
)
. (.4)
Combining the two terms, Ecore and EL, we arrive at the following variational expression for
the free energy per unit length of a translationally invariant domain wall:
Edw(Γ, φ, `) =
1
4`
(
`2
L2
+ 1− τ
2
8
− pi τ
8
cos 2(Γ− φ) + τ
2
8
cos 4(Γ− φ) +O(`)
)
. (.5)
By minimizing Edw with respect to `, and recalling that in the extended London limit
L is small, we find the stationary value of ` to be proportional to L, consistent with the
assumption, just made, that ` is also small in the extended London limit. Then, by replacing
` by its stationary value one obtains a value for Edw having the following properties, some
of which we make use in Sec. 5: (i) it depends on Γ and φ only through the combination
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Γ − φ and is pi periodic in this quantity; (ii) it is independent of µ (to leading order in L);
and (iii) when τ ≤ pi/4 the values of Γ that minimizes min`Edw are φ+ npi (for integer n).
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Appendix
B: Free energy in terms of topological
variables for the case of conventional
superconductivity
To motivate the derivation of the effective free energy for the topological variables given in
Sec. 4 of the main text, resulting in Eq. (4.22), we review in detail how it would proceed in the
simpler setting of conventional superconductivity, and without employing the dual approach.
For a conventional superconductor, the order parameter is the complex scalar field ψ(r). We
assume that, in the absence of a magnetic field, the system is translationally and rotationally
invariant, and we consider magnetic fields that are oriented along the z direction and states
of the superconductivity that are homogeneous in the z direction. In addition, we work
with dependent and independent variables that have been rendered dimensionless via the
rescalings given in Sec. 2.
With these assumptions we begin this derivation with the Ginzburg-Landau free energy
per unit length of sample
F [ψ,A,H ] :=
1
2
∫
d2r
(
|(∇− iA)ψ)|2 + κ
2
2
(|ψ|2 − 1)2 + |(∇×A)−H|2
)
. (.1)
In the London limit, in which κ → ∞, the potential terms of this free energy fix the
magnitude of ψ to be unity. Then, ψ can be parametrized via a U(1) phase field θ(r), so
that ψ(r) → exp iθ(r). Making this replacement in the free energy, we obtain the London
form of the free energy, i.e.,
1
2
∫
d2r
(|∇θ −A|2 + |(∇×A)−H|2) . (.2)
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The two terms in the London free energy can be regarded as frustrating one another, en-
ergetically, as they impose competing demands on the A field. The first term favors the
transverse (i.e., divergence-free) part of A to be zero, the θ field can compensating for any
longitudinal (i.e., curl-free) part; in contrast, the second term favors the transverse part of
A to be nonzero.
For Type II superconductors at magnetic fields above the lower critical field, a partial
resolution to this frustration comes from the introduction of vortices, which alter the struc-
ture of the θ field: θ becomes multi-valued, and is singular in the cores of the vortices. In
particular, the expression ∇θ is not curl free and, correspondingly, has a transverse part.
To derive the effective free energy in terms of the appropriate topological variables (in
this case, the density of vortices) one now decomposes the θ field into a smooth, single-valued
part θsm and a part θv that contains the vortex singularities, so that θ = θsm + θv. Next,
one seeks to eliminate θsm from the free energy by setting it to the value that makes the
free energy stationary. As the only term in the free energy that depends on θsm is the one
corresponding to the kinetic energy of the supercurrents [i.e., the former term in Eq. (.2)],
for the issue of stationarity one need only consider this term. Expanding it and integrating
by parts, gives
∫
d2r
(
1
2
θsm(−∇2)θsm − θsm∇ · (∇θv −A) + 1
2
|∇θv −A|2
)
. (.3)
Then, using the Green function for the Laplacian in two dimensions, which obeys−∇2G(r) =
δ(r) and reads G(r) = −(2pi)−1 ln |r|, one finds that at stationarity θsm is given by
θ¯sm(r
′) = −
∫
d2r G(r′ − r)∇ · (∇θv(r)−A(r)). (.4)
By inserting θ¯sm into Eq. (.3) and using the defining equation for G(r) to express the last
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term of Eq. (.3) in terms of G, one obtains for the kinetic energy of the supercurrent
1
2
∫
d2r d2r′
(
−
(
∇a(∇aθv − Aa)(r)
)
G(r − r′)
(
∇′b(∇′bθv − Aa)(r′)
)
+
(
(∇aθv − Aa)(r)
)(
−∇2G(r − r′)
)(
(∇′aθv − Aa)(r′)
))
. (.5)
The two terms in this equation have similar structure, and integration by parts allows them
to be expressed as
1
2
∫
d2r d2r′
(
IabIcd − IadIbc
)(
∇aθv − Aa
)
(r)
(
∇b∇cG(r − r′)
)(
∇′dθv − Ad)(r′)
)
.(.6)
Next, by using the elementary tensor identity
Iab Icd − Iad Ibc = EacEbd (.7)
and integrating by parts, the suprcurrent kinetic energy becomes
1
2
∫
d2r d2r′
(
Eab
(
∇a(∇bθv − Aa)(r)
)
G(r − r′)Ecd
(
∇′c(∇′dθv − Aa)(r′)
))
. (.8)
This form shows that the elimination of the smooth part of θ creates a long-ranged inter-
action for the curl of ∇θv −A. This free energy can readily be shown to be equivalent to
Eq. (4.11), and thus to describe the kinetic energy of the transverse part of the supercurrent.
Equation (.8) features the curl of the gradient of the multi-valued function θv, which is a
combination that isolates the δ-function contributions from the singularities in the vortex
cores, so that
Eab∇a∇bθv = 2pi ρv, (.9)
where ρv(r) :=
∑
qνδ(r −Rν) defines the vortex density in terms of the vortex locations
{Rν} and vorticity {qν}. In particular, one sees that owing to the vortices the gradient of θ
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can posses a transverse part, and this can partially relieve the frustration of A inherent in
the London free energy.
To proceed further with the derivation of the effective free energy in terms of vortex
variables, one now considers the full London free energy, Eq. (.2), which, in terms of the
total magnetic field B = Eab∇aAb, reads
1
2
∫
d2r d2r′ (2piρv −B)(r)G(r − r′) (2piρv −B)(r′) + 1
2
∫
d2r (B −H)2. (.10)
Note that we have omitted a constant contribution resulting from the suppression of the
magnitude of the order parameter within the core of each vortex, as it is negligibly small,
relative to the kinetic and field energies, in the London limit.
The next step is to eliminate the magnetic field from the free energy by setting it to its
stationary value B¯ which, from Eq. (.10), one sees is
B¯(r) =
∫
d2r′
(
G+ δ
)−1
(r − r′)
(
H(r′) + 2pi
∫
d2r′′G(r′ − r′′) ρ(r′′)
)
, (.11)
where
(
G + δ
)−1
(r − r′) is the inverse of the kernel G(r − r′) + δ(r − r′). It is convenient
to adopt a schematic notation in which one suppresses integral signs and dependences on
spatial variables, in which case the result for B¯ reads
B¯ = (G+ δ)−1(H + 2pi Gρ). (.12)
Replacing B by B¯ in Eq. (.10) then yields the following expression for the free energy:
1
2
(
(2piρ)
(
G−G(G+ δ)−1G) (2piρ) +H (δ − (G+ δ)−1)H
−H(G+ δ)−1G(2piρ)− (2piρ)G(G+ δ)−1H
)
. (.13)
It is straightforward to see that each of the four integral kernels in this formula is the Green
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function for the Helmholtz operator in two dimensions, which obeys (−∇2 + 1)G(r) = δ(r),
and is given by G(r) = (2pi)−1K0(|r|), where K0(x) is a modified Bessel function. To
exemplify this one can apply the following elementary manipulations to the kernel of the
first term:
G−G(G+ δ)−1G = G
(
δ − (−∇2(G+ δ))−1) = G((−∇2 + δ)G − G) = G (−∇2)G = G.(.14)
By similarly simplifying the remaining kernels in Eq. (.13) one completes the derivation of
the effective free energy in terms of the vortex density ρv and the applied field H, arriving
at the result
1
4pi
∫
d2r d2r′
(
2piρv −H
)
(r)K0(|r − r′|)
(
2piρv −H
)
(r′), (.15)
which is the analog for conventional superconductivity of the unconventional superconduc-
tivity formula Eq. (4.22).
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